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PREFACE

This report was completed under Task Directive DOT-TSC-

1802-6 from the Transportation Systems Center (TSC) , Cambridge,

Massachusetts. Under that Directive, CACI, Inc. has gathered

information to document and assess the evolution and operations

of the Reston Commuter Bus (RCB) service and organization. It

is hoped that this documentation and assessment will provide

insights into the nature of a successful community-organized

commuter bus service in terms of organization, operations, and

system management.

Significant contributions by Mr. Grant Paul, and technical

review by Ms. Carla Heaton, both of TSC, have greatly enhanced

the content of this report.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

S.l REASON FOR SERVICE REVIEW

The Reston Commuter Bus (RCB) service is a nonsubsidized

weekday peak-period commuter bus service operating between

Reston, Virginia and Washington, D.C. area employment centers.

Reston is a planned development community located approximately

20 miles west of Washington in Fairfax County. This commuter

bus service is operated by a nonprofit corporation, Reston

Commuter Bus, Inc., which developed from a group of community

volunteers concerned about commuter transportation from Reston.

Since 1968 RCB has contracted with public and private carriers

to supply the necessary vehicles and drivers to enable this

service to function. Beyond the contract with a transportation

supplier, RCB is relatively self-sufficient, with responsibil-

ity for its own schedules, tickets, and advertising.

The success of the RCB experience has addressed issues of

national concern in transportation such as the feasibility of

community-based organizations providing effective transit

services without public subsidy. The RCB approach to commuter

bus service is of potential interest and applicability to other

communities across the country. For these reasons, the Urban

Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA) decided to conduct a

review and an assessment of RCB under the aegis of the Service

and Methods Demonstration (SMD) Program. This review was

accomplished through the Transportation Systems Center (TSC)

,

which has programmatic responsibility for all aspects of eval-

uation associated with the SMD Program.
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S.2 SETTING

The community of Reston comprises 7400 acres or 11.5

square miles of area in Fairfax County. Reston is located

approximately 20 miles west of Washington and five miles east

of Dulles International Airport. The Dulles Access Highway

bisects Reston into a northerly section known as Lake Anne and

a southerly section called Hunters Woods. This highway is a

limited-access roadway designed to provide convenient travel

between the airport and Washington. Access ramps are only

provided in the westerly direction (towards the airport)

;

egress ramps are provided only in the easterly direction

(towards Washington)

.

Reston was developed as a so-called "new town" by Gulf

Reston, Inc. The development scheme was to provide a total

living environment comprising residence, work place and recre-

ation areas. The initial plan was to have the people who lived

in Reston also work in Reston. However, residential develop-

ment has far out-distanced the development of an economic base

which would provide employment. Cluster associations (town

houses, condominiums) are the predominant form of residential

development. The circulation network is greatly influenced by

the residential cluster design which effectively concentrates

the population. The road layout facilitates through traffic

while inhibiting local traffic that competes or interferes with

walking

.

The population in Reston has experienced a rapid growth

increasing from 3,000 in 1968 to 28,000 in 1976. The residents

are well-educated and relatively affluent, with the average

household income approximately $25,000 per year. Automobile

ownership is also fairly high; 60% of households own two or

more automobiles. A high percentage (65%) of the labor force

is employed in managerial/professional type jobs in the Wash-

ington area.
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Prior to RGB, Reston was not directly served by any public

transit. The local private transit operator, the Washington,

Virginia, and Maryland Coach Company (WV&M) , provided service

between Washington and Herndon (four miles west of Reston)

.

Each hour one bus would stop on Reston 's northern border. The

route to Washington was circuitous and non-express, requiring

approximately one hour and 30 minutes in travel time. In

addition, the bus route in Washington did not serve the major

employment centers.

The basic commuter trip to Washington involved the private

automobile traveling over a congested roadway network. Since

there was no direct inbound access to the Dulles Highway, the

automobile commuter was forced to utilize the older state

highway routes in the area; these routes were characterized by

abutting strip development and relatively frequent traffic

signals

.

S.3 RGB SERVICE OPERATIONS

RGB service operations consist of bus runs during the

morning and evening peak periods between Reston and the Wash-

ington, D.C. area. The morning and evening services are essen-

tially symmetrical.

Morning operations begin with vehicles arriving from the

overnight storage area located at Dulles International Airport.

Groups of buses (usually containing two or four buses) operate

on four basic routes covering the Lake Anne and Hunters Woods

areas in Reston. Each bus within the group is scheduled to

converge simultaneously at a preferential highway access point

consisting of exclusive bus ramps to and from the Dulles Access

Highway in the center of Reston. At this point, the transfer

activity takes place, where passengers transfer to the bus in

the group which provides them with the best destination cover-

age in the Washington area.
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Following transfers, the buses embark on the line haul

travel to Washington, with the initial portion occurring on the

Dulles Highway. Distribution of passengers in the Washington

area occurs on five basic routes covering the central business

district as well as Georgetown, the Pentagon, Crystal City, and

National Airport. Following passenger distribution, buses are

parked in area parking lots for daytime storage. This same

cycle is repeated by additional groups of buses throughout the

morning peak period.

RCB evening service consists of the reverse geographical

application of the same operations. Buses collect passengers

by reversing direction on the morning distribution routes.

Following passenger collection, each bus proceeds to Rosslyn,

Virginia where the transfer activity occurs. In contrast to

the morning transfer activity at the Dulles ramps involving

groups of buses arriving simultaneously, the evening transfer

activity is staggered, with each bus stopping in Rosslyn only

long enough to permit passengers either to board or to dis-

embark and wait for another RCB bus. Each bus is designated by

the distribution route it will follow in Reston. Following the

line haul travel, the buses exit the Dulles Highway at Reston

via another exclusive bus ramp and distribute passengers by

reversing direction on one of the morning collection routes.

In addition to the peak-period service, RCB also provides

a straggler bus which leaves downtown Washington at 7 PM. This

bus collects passengers across the District and departs Rosslyn

at 7:26 PM. The straggler bus operation distributes passengers

throughout all of Reston. The straggler is an "insurance" bus

run for those who miss the peak-period evening service.

RCB service provides a travel time of approximately one

hour for the trip between Reston and Washington. The one-way

fare is $1.50.
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S.4 RGB SERVICE CONCEPT

RGB service is based upon the concept of contracting for

supply in accordance with actual passenger demand. RGB pays a

contract cost per bus run to the carrier supplying the buses

for the service. RGB, in turn, has the authority and respon-

sibility for setting the fare level and collecting fares. The

fare revenue pays for the cost of the bus run.

The key management concept is to set fare levels so that

the cost of the bus is covered by a breakeven load factor low

enough to leave sufficient room on the bus for interior com-

fort. The seats remaining over and above the breakeven load

factor are referred to as "growth seats." When occupied, these

growth seats produce surplus revenue which on a system-wide

basis serves to help finance another bus run. RGB management

aims for a system-wide load factor of .8. The seating policy

does not guarantee the passengers a seat as does an advance

subscription bus service such as GOM-BUS.^ In contrast, the

system-wide management attempts to provide every passenger with

a seat through responsive supply and scheduling. RGB attempts

to provide the appropriate number of buses at the preferred

time to meet passenger demand.

The key individual tying together RGB operations and

management is the "busmeister .
" This individual is a regular

RGB passenger assigned to each bus, whose primary duties in-

clude fare collection and ticket book sales. Busmeisters are

volunteers whose only compensation is a free ride on the RGB

bus. Each busmeister is a member of the RGB Board of Direc-

tors, the policymaking body of the RGB Gorporation.

GOM-BUS is a subscription commuter transportation service in
Southern Galifornia, requiring its passengers to pay the fare
in advance , weekly increments. By this means, weekly ridership
demand is anticipated, appropriate numbers of vehicles con-
tracted for, and a seat guaranteed for each subscriber. There
are no standees in the GOM-BUS system.
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S.5 RGB SERVICE DEVELOPMENT

The RGB service was initiated in 1968 by a group of

commuters on the Transportation Committee of the Reston Commu-

nity Association. This group chartered a single bus from the

Washington, Virginia, and Maryland Coach Co. , the locally

enfranchised bus operator. The fare was set to cover costs on

the basis of 35 paying passengers on the 51-seat bus. As

ridership increased and surplus revenue was generated, this

group chartered additional buses on the same basis. This

simple charter arrangement evolved into a major service con-

tract, and by the end of 1972 WV&M was providing RGB with

approximately 50 daily bus runs.

In January 1973 the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit

Authority (WMATA) succeeded WV&M by a public takeover of tran-

sit in the Washington area. The RCB/WMATA relationship deteri-

orated owing to an insufficient supply of buses for RGB service,

a new WMATA pricing policy for the RGB service, and the denial

of free transfers for RGB passengers attempting to transfer to

WMATA buses. In 1974 RGB reached a critical juncture since the

service was no longer paying totally for itself and required a

Fairfax County subsidy. In addition, the cost of obtaining

more buses was becoming more prohibitive, and the quality of

the existing service was being impaired because passengers were

faced with increasing fares and increased crowding.

The RGB search for a private carrier in 1975 led to a

major confrontation between RGB and WMATA before the Washington

Metropolitan Area Transit Commission (WMATC) , which resulted in

the WriATC ' s ultimately awarding an operating certificate to

Colonial Transit Co. to serve RGB on a contract basis.
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The lower contract cost per bus run with Colonial once

again enabled RGB to successfully balance the concerns of

having fares pay the cost of the bus run and preventing crowd-

ing. The county subsidy was also eliminated.

5.6 RIDERSHIP

Ridership on the RGB system has increased steadily since

1968 primarily due to the growing Reston population. The

monthly ridership figure has increased from approximately 1,000

in March 1968 to more than 43,000 in February of 1976. The

population increased during the same time period from 3,000 to

26,000. Of the workers who live in Reston and work in Wash-

ington, almost 23% currently patronize the RGB service.

5.7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

RGB has grown from a single charter bus run in 1968 to its

present size in 1976 of approximately 70 daily bus runs. This

system growth has been successfully managed by a community-

based organization concerned about the transportation needs of

the people of Reston. In meeting these needs the RGB service

has been successful in terms of:

1) Providing a viable alternative to the auto-

mobile for the Reston/Washington , D.C. commu-

ter trip.

2) Remaining viable in terms of financial

solvency.

The RGB service has also been successful in reducing auto-

mobile ownership in Reston and in influencing the decision of

residential location.
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RCB has also been successful in terms of three relevant

SMD Program objectives. First, transit coverage was provided

to a community which did not previously benefit from such

coverage. Secondly, in the course of RGB's development, the

average bus travel time for a passenger trip between Reston and

Washington was decreased from one hour and 20 minutes to

approximately 60 minutes; the comparable automobile travel time

was approximately 50 minutes. Third, bus productivities were

generally characterized by actual load factors equal to or

greater than the breakeven load factor; the service is pres-

ently operating with a .8 system-wide load factor.

Some of the major factors contributing to this overall

success include:

1) The RCB organization has been based on

the grass roots involvement of the people

who live in Reston and use the bus service.

Throughout the process of organizational

refinement RCB remained participatory, giv-

ing people the opportunity to have a voice

in how the service would operate. This grass

roots phenomenon was reinforced by the

pioneering public spirit which characterized

the Reston community as a whole.

2) The service philosophy has been based on

accommodating growth resulting from the

steady population increase in the community.

RCB service was responsive to increasing

passenger demand by employing the growth-

seat concept and by performing system-wide

analyses of supply and demand factors.

Through this process RCB responded with

appropriate rescheduling and/or additional

buses

.
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3 ) RGB employed effective service operations

to expand coverage of the service and re-

duce travel time. These included the use

of groups of buses for passenger collection

and the coordination of transfers. A major

travel benefit resulted from securing pref-

erential access to the Dulles Highway.

4) RGB was able to contract with both public

and private carriers to obtain the required

transportation supply (buses and drivers)

.

Furthermore, RGB was able to secure a pro-

ductive contractual relationship with a

private carrier which contributed to the

efficiency and viability of the operation.

5) The RGB organization was able to persevere

over time in overcoming regulatory and

institutional obstacles which impeded ser-

vice development and expansion.

To some extent the success of RGB has been attributable to

certain characteristics of the Reston setting. Reston was one

of the first new towns to be developed in the United States

using the cluster development scheme stressing high residential

density and commonly owned open areas. This design concen-

trated the population effectively for bus collection and dis-

tribution of passengers. Reston experienced a rapid population

growth which provided a steadily increasing ridership market of

people employed in a concentration of federal employment centers.

The people who settled in Reston were characterized by a pio-

neering public spirit and a high level of civic-mindedness. In

addition, the community management structure was conducive to a

high level of sociability and communication among the residents.

Many Restonians held key positions in the federal hierachy which
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contributed to their ability to deal with institutional prob-

lems. This combination of community spirit, management/organi-

zational expertise, and special influence played a very important

role in the success of RGB.

All thes§ factors contributed to the overall success of

RGB; however, they do not detract from certain generalized

knowledge gained from the RGB experience. The RGB service

demonstrates the importance of grass roots involvement of the

community residents and the active participation of the users

of the service. It illustrates a variety of techniques to

maintain financial solvency such as volunteer management, the

use of busmeisters, tax-exempt status of the corporation,

setting fare levels to recover costs, and securing a competitive

contract with a private carrier. The RGB experience indicates

that commuters can be induced to use transit when the level of

service is competitive with the automobile; in the Reston case,

emphasis was placed on operational improvements (including

preferential bus treatment) designed to reduce travel time and

improve service amenities. Finally, the RGB experience has

demonstrated the time and experience required for a community

group to overcome institutional obstacles which impede the

development of service.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report describes the evolution and operations of the

Reston Commuter Bus (RGB) . RGB is a community-based nonprofit

corporation which provides a non-subsidized , weekday, peak-

period express commuter bus service operating between Reston,

Virginia and Washington area employment centers. Since the

initiation of service in 1968, RGB has contracted with both

public and private carriers to supply the necessary vehicles

and drivers which enable this service to function. In addi-

tion, the RGB organization has developed an increasingly sophis-

ticated approach to the management and operations of this bus

transit system.

In particular, this report examines the current RGB ser-

vice operations, the development of the service and the organi-

zation, as well as ridership, cost, and productivity data.

1.1 REASON FOR SERVIGE REVIEW

RGB is a good example of a community group overcoming many

legal, regulatory, and institutional constraints to develop and

refine a viable commuter bus service for community residents.

The RGB experience has involved issues of national concern in

transportation such as the feasibility of community-based or-

ganizations providing effective transit services without public

subsidy. The question arose whether the RGB approach to com-

munity transit had any potential application to other areas in

the country.

For these reasons, the Urban Mass Transportation Adminis-

tration (UMTA) decided to conduct a review and an assessment of

RGB under the aegis of the Service and Methods Demonstration
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(SMD) Program. This review was accomplished through the Trans-

portation Systems Center (TSC) , which has programmatic respon-

sibility for all aspects of evaluation associated with the SMD

Program.

In addition to the issues of national concern, the RGB

experience also addresses three of the objectives of the SMD

Program

:

1) Reducing travel time for transit users.

2) Increasing transit coverage.

3) Increasing transit vehicle productivity.

1.2 REVIEW METHODOLOGY

The major information on the evolution of RGB and the

institutional obstacles encountered was derived from a report

entitled Historical Documentation of the Reston Commuter Bus

by Commonwealth Research Corporation (CRC) . CRC was under

sub-contract to CACI, Inc. to provide this report. This report

described the institutional evolution of RGB as well as pro-

viding some service information.

RGB Annual Reports for 1974 and 1975 provided information

on costs, revenues, and monthly ridership figures. In addition,

three RGB ridership surveys conducted in 1971, 1973, and 1976

provided information on user profiles and user attitudes toward

the RGB service. Conversations with Ms. Britt Hed, Manager of

the RGB office in Reston, provided many answers to questions on

service and system operations. Mr. Donald Morin, Chief, Transit

and Traffic Engineering Branch of the Federal Highway Adminis-

tration (and also a Reston resident, RGB rider and former RGB

Planning Officer)

,

provided valuable facts on RGB market pene-

tration as well as various facts associated with RGB evolution.

1-2



Demographic information on Reston was obtained from the

1970 Census as well as a report of the Reston Homeowners Asso-

ciation describing demographic changes from 1970 to 1975.

Finally, much information on the nature of the Reston

Community was obtained from marketing publications of the de-

veloper, Gulf Reston, Inc.

1.3 REPORT OVERVIEW

The remaining chapters of this report consist of:

2 - Description of the RCB service area.

3 - Description of RCB service/institutional

development, service concept, and service

operations

.

4 - Analysis of the level of service provided

by RCB in terms of coverage, travel time

and reliability, fare, transfer operations,

and service amenities.

5 - Analysis of the passenger demand for RCB

service

.

6 - Analysis of RCB service productivity and

efficiency relating to the viability of

the service.

7 - Conclusions and transferable implications

associated with RCB service.
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2. RCB SERVICE AREA

2.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The coininunity of Reston is located approximately 20 miles

west of central Washington, D.C., in Fairfax County, Virginia.

In terms of area, Reston occupies approximately 7,400 acres or

11.5 square miles. The entire development is bisected by the

Dulles Access Highway into a northerly section known as Lake

Anne and a southerly section called Hunters Woods (reference

Figure 1)

.

Reston had its origins in the "new town" movement of the

early 1960s which stressed planned communities with a total

living environment comprising residence, work place and recrea-

tion areas. This movement was a reaction against the American

suburban sprawl type of development which was characterized by

individual house lots, standard setback requirements, and

stereotyped front and back yard areas. The developer of

Reston, Gulf Reston, Inc. , worked closely with Fairfax County

to establish the Residential Planned Community (RPC) zoning

category; this zoning category was based on population density

rather than the more conventional zoning by lot size, and per-

mitted a mix of land uses. By providing an appropriate mix

of land uses it was hoped that the people who lived in Reston

would also work in Reston.

The Reston Community setting is shown in Figure 2. The

Lake Anne section (north of the Dulles Highway) was developed

first by Gulf Reston due to its proximity to Route 7. Later

the Hunters Woods section (south of the Dulles Highway) was

developed; by 1974 the total population of 23,000 was evenly

divided between these two areas.
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The local roadway pattern for both Lake Anne and Hunters

Woods sections is intended to minimize through vehicular travel

and maximize pedestrian activity in and around so-called cluster

associations.^ In the fall of 1975 the occupied residential

units in Reston included 3,641 town houses and condominiums,

3,438 rental units, and 1,740 single-family homes.

Each of the two sections of Reston also contains major

recreation areas and community facilities. These recreational

and community facilities were deeded over (debt free) to the
2

Reston Homeowners Association (RHOA) by the developer.

The business and industrial land use in Reston is accommo-

dated by 1,300 acres of land centrally located on both sides of

the Dulles Highway. The two major establishments in this area

are the Sheraton Inn and International Conference Center (opened

in 1972) and the national headquarters of the United States

Geological Survey (USGS) . The USGS employs approximately 2,800

people. Despite these developments, residential growth has far

outdistanced the growth of a balanced employment base in

Reston.

In the governmental context, Reston is an unincorporated

community located in the larger jurisdiction of Fairfax County,
3Virginia, which operates under the Urban County Executive form

of government. The Virginia statutes creating the Urban County

The term "cluster" refers to a group of town houses sharing
the use of commonly owned land; it is the predominant form of
residential development within Reston.

2 ...
The Association is responsible for the operation and adminis-
tration of these areas and facilities. All the homeowners
in Reston are members of the RHOA; the homeowners elect a
Board of Directors to manage the RHOA budget and operations.

3
The population of Fairfax County in 1970 was 455,021.
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Executive form restricted the incorporation of new towns by

providing that no unincorporated community within Fairfax County

could become incorporated as a city or town after 1966. If

Reston had become incorporated, it would have been a distinct

political entity with direct responsibility for providing and

funding the community services within its boundaries. At

present, services are provided by the County Departments or

through special districts and authorities.

2.2 DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

The major demographic characteristic associated with Reston

has been the tremendous population growth from approximately

3,000 in March, 1968 to more than 25,000 in 1975. This popula-

tion increase derived from Reston 's starting as a new community,

the marketing of the "new town" image and life-style by the

developer, and the location of Reston in the Washington, D.C.

area real estate market.

Table 1 presents selected demographic data from the 1970

Census on Reston and the Washington, D.C. SMSA.^ Table 2 pre-

sents selected data from a report of the Reston Homeowners

Association and shows the degree of demographic change from

1970 to 1975.

The population that had located in Reston by 1970 was pre-

dominantly white (93.5%) and well-educated with more than 51%

of the population with college degrees or better. More than

65% (2,103) of the labor force was employed in a managerial/

professional type job; this compared to a figure of 36.3% for

the Washington, D.C. SMSA. The population was relatively

affluent, with the average annual income being $17,540, well

1Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area.
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TABLE 1. SELECTED 1970 DEMOGRAPHIC DATA:
^

RESTON AND WASHINGTON, D.C. SMSA

Demographics Reston
Washington, D.C.

SMSA

Population

:

8, 315 2 , 861 ,638

Male 50. 3% 51.6%

Female 49. 7% 48.4%

White 93.5% 74 . 4%

Black 5. 7% 24.5%
Other 0. 8% 1.0%

Age

:

39.6%0-20 44.9%
21-39 34. 3% 29 . 0%

40-64 18. 8% 25.1%

65 and over 2 . 1% 6.0%

Median Age 23.8 26 .

7

Education, Adults over 25:
0-8 years 3.2% 15.9%
9-11 years 4. 4% 15.6%

12 years 19 . 3% 30 . 8%

13-15 years 21. 7% 14. 3%

16+ years 51.5% 23.4%

Occupational Breakdown
3,201Labor Force

Managerial/Professional (2,103) 65.7% 36 . 3%

Sales & Clerical ( 759) 23.7% 33. 3%

Other ( 339) 10.6% 30.4%

Family Income:
Under $5,000 6 . 1% 10 .9%

$5,000-$9, 999 15.6% 23.4%
$10, 000-$25, 000 62.4% 54 . 5%

Over $25,000 15 .0% 11.4%

Average $17,540 $14 , 762
Median $17,120 $13,009

Number of Families 2 , 195 688,436
Average Family Size 3.6 3.6
Household Automobile
Ownership

:

None 2 . 6% 18.5%
One 37. 3% 45.1%
Two 54.5% 30 .9%

Over two 5.6% 5.5%

1 Reston is a part of the Washington, D. C. SMSA as is all of Fairfax
County

.
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above the corresponding figure for the SMSA of $14,762. House-

hold automobile ownership was also high, with 60% of all house-

holds owning two or more cars.

From 1970 to 1975 the population of Reston increased at an

average annual rate of 35%, as compared to a figure of less than

1% for the United States as a whole. The median family income

also continued to increase during this period, with the present

figure approximately $25,000 per year. Since Reston 's employ-

ment base was not keeping pace with the population increases,

it is clear that Reston 's growth was not tied to the balanced

master plan involving residence and work place. In contrast,

Reston largely grew as a bedroom community for the Washington,

D.C. area employment market. This employment market was largely

connected to the federal government infrastructure in Washington,

D.C. Many of the managerial/professional types who lived in

Reston were either directly employed by one of the departments

of the federal government or by one of the area employment

centers which had developed as a result of the proximity to the

nation's capital.

2.3 TRANSPORTATION CHARACTERISTICS

2.3.1 Travel Patterns

The bedroom community nature of Reston and the location of

major employment centers in the Washington, D.C. area determined

the basic travel patterns of Restonians. Table 3 presents in-

formation on the number of Reston workers traveling to Washington.
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TABLE 3. RESTON WORKERS TRAVELING TO WASHINGTON 1968-1977

Date
Reston

Population
Labor
Force

Workers
Going To

Washington

March 1968 3,000 1,200 600

December 1968 5,000 2,000 1,000

June 1969 6,000 2,400 1,200

April 1970 8 ,000 3,200 1,600

October 1970 10,500 4,200 2,100

October 1971 15,000 6,200 3,000

June 1973 23,000 9,200 4,500

October 1974 24,500 9,800^ 4,800^

October 1975 25,500 10,200^ 5,100^

October 1976 28,000 11,200^ 5,300^

March 1977 28,400 11,360^ 5,680^

1Estimate

.
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The labor force has been steadily growing with the population;

in any given year the percentage of workers traveling to Wash-

ington is approximately 50% of the total labor force. The

basic trip for Restonians is a 20- to 25-mile journey between

the Reston Community and the employment centers in the Washing-

ton, D.C. area: the federal government infrastructure in the

central business district; Rosslyn in Arlington, Virginia; and

the employment centers to the south at the Pentagon and Crystal

City (reference Figure 1) . Of these four, the major employment

center is the central business district with the various depart-

ments, agencies and bureaus of the federal government.

2.3.2 Public Transportation

Prior to 1968 there was no public transportation serving

Reston. The local private transit operator, the Washington,

Virginia, and Maryland Coach Company (WV&M) , served the town of

Herndon, approximately four miles west of Reston. Each hour

one bus would pass by Reston on its northern border; the bus,

however, would not enter Reston for the purpose of collecting

passengers. The route to Washington was circuitous and non-

express. The one-way travel time on this bus trip was approxi-

mately one hour and 30 minutes. In Washington, the route did

not serve major employment centers such as Capitol Hill, the

Southwest area, the Federal Triangle, the Pentagon, and Crystal

City. For these reasons, this service did not provide Reston

commuters with an acceptable alternative to driving.

2.3.3 Automobile Trip

An automobile commuter trip from Reston to Washington in-

volved negotiating the local streets in Reston, a difficult

network of highways and parkways on the line haul portion of

the trip, and peak-period congestion in the Washington, D.C.

area. The automobile commuter departing from Reston would

first be required to drive through the local street network
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comprising the residential-scale lanes and drives, and the few

larger through roads in the community (see Figure 2) . Many of

the residential areaways were designed as circles, dead ends,

or cul-de-sacs for the benefit of pedestrian activity; in

addition, many local roads were undergoing construction during

the residential development program. Once reaching one of the

major through roads, the driver would proceed out of the Reston

community to one of the line haul routes.

The line haul portion of the trip followed three roadway

lines: the Dulles Access Highway, state routes 7 and 123, and

the Potomac River Parkways (reference Figure 1) . The Dulles

Access Highway bisects Reston in an east/west direction, con-

necting Dulles International Airport to the 1-495 Beltway, a

distance of approximately eleven miles. Due to its proximity

to Reston, this highway would be the logical choice for a

commuter trip from Reston to Washington. The highway, however,

was built by the Federal Aviation Agency as a limited-access

highway providing only for westerly bound access ramps for

convenient access to Dulles Airport (the opposite direction

from Washington) , thus precluding direct use by commuter traf-

fic. Egress ramps were provided only in the easterly direction

proceeding from Dulles Airport toward Washington.

Without direct access to the Dulles Highway, the automobile

commuter had to utilize Virginia Routes 7 and 123 for the line

haul. Route 7 is located on Reston 's northern border. During

peak travel periods, traffic conditions on Route 7 were fre-

quently congested; in addition, the flow of traffic was impeded

by numerous traffic signals and strip commercial development

along the roadway. Since Route 7 continues southeasterly to

Alexandria, it is necessary for the automobile commuter to

divert to Route 123 to proceed to Washington. Route 123 fea-

tures similar problems to Route 7 in addition to a major bottle-

neck at Tyson's corner at the intersection of Routes 7 and 123.
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Route 123 meets the George Washington Parkway, which

follows the Potomac River southeasterly to Washington. This

parkway is not designed to accommodate heavy commuter traffic,

hence congested conditions usually exist on this roadway as

well

.

The final portion of the commuter trip involves proceeding

to the particular employment center destination in the Washing-

ton, D.C. area. For those trips ending in the central business

district, the commuter must cross one of the bridges over the

Potomac River and drive through peak-period traffic conditions

in downtown Washington. Parking in the downtown area is rela-

tively expensive and often results in a long walk to an employ-

ment center.

The average travel time for this automobile trip in the

peak period is approximately one hour and has been increasing

since 1968, when average travel time was 45 minutes.
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3. RCB SERVICE DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATIONS

The Reston Commuter Bus (RCB) service is a non-subsidized

,

weekday, peak-period express commuter bus service operating

between Reston, Virginia and the Washington, D.C. area employ-

ment centers; the one-way trip distance ranges from 22 to 25

miles. The RCB also operates a minibus service which provides

expanded commuter coverage to other neighboring employment cen-

ters.^ The service is operated by a nonprofit corporation,

Reston Commuter Bus, Inc., which developed from a group of

community volunteers concerned about commuter transportation

from Reston. The chief operational volunteer is an individual

called a "busmeister" who acts as a type of a bus captain; on

each bus the busmeister sells ticket books, collects fares and

answers questions passengers may have on the service. Although

RCB ' s paid staff consists of an office manager and a secretary/

receptionist, the corporate officers are still serving as

volunteers

.

Since 1968, RCB has contracted with public and private

carriers to supply the necessary vehicles and drivers to enable

this service to function. Vehicle types employed have included

transit buses as well as the coach vehicles presently in use

(see Figure 3) . Beyond the contract with a transportation

supplier, RCB is relatively self-sufficient, with responsibility

for its own schedules, tickets, and advertising. In spite of

many institutional constraints encountered, this community-

based organization has managed to develop and refine a viable

commuter bus service for the residents of Reston, Virginia.

^RCB minibus service is not an integral part of RCB services,
but is fully documented in Appendix B.
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FIGURE 3. RGB COACH VEHICLE
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3.1 RGB SERVICE DEVELOPMENT

3.1.1 RGB Origins and Service Initiation (1968)

The RGB organization developed from the Transportation

Committee of the Reston Community Association (RCA) , a local

civic association with a broad interest in issues and policies

affecting Reston. In 1968, this committee requested that the

locally enfranchised bus operator, the Washington, Virginia,

and Maryland Coach Company, provide regular fixed-route bus

service from Reston to the Washington, D.C. area. WV&M had

tried such a service a year earlier without success and was

convinced that affluent high-auto-ownership suburban families

are not potential transit riders. WV&M thus refused the

request.

However, WV&M did offer to provide a bus to the RCA on a

charter basis at a cost of $27.00 per bus run to Washington,

D.C. This group chartered one 51-seat capacity bus; the cost

of the bus would be covered by revenue derived from fare pay-

ments by the passengers. Although the bus had 51 seats, the

ticket cost was figured at a breakeven point of 35 persons per

bus, which resulted in a one-way fare of $0.80 per passenger.

This community group also planned the pick-up route within

Reston, the drop-off places within Washington, D.C., and the

schedule. Rather than prescribe a fixed line haul route be-

tween Reston and Washington, D.C., the group decided to experi-

ment with different line haul routes as do automobile commuters.

At the end of the first month of operation, there was a

deficit of approximately $100.00 (which was shared by the bus

operator WV&M and the developer Gulf Reston, Inc.); however,

during the month ridership began to grow. By the end of the

second month of operation revenue exceeded the breakeven level

and the charter bus was on a firm financial basis. The
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community group then planned to charter a second bus which

would leave one-half hour later than the first bus. As pas-

senger demand on these two buses exceeded the breakeven levels,

the surplus revenue was used to help charter another bus.

By December 1968, three buses were in operation, with

approximately 100 people using the service. In this manner,

a community-conscious group established the beginnings of an

express commuter bus service which was designed to pay for it-

self through passenger fare payments.

3.1.2 Service Expansion of RGB, Inc. (1969-1972)

The period from 1969 to 1972 witnessed three major devel-

opments relative to the Reston community, the RGB service, and

the RGB organization. First, the community service area in-

creased significantly in population; second, the RGB service

expanded to include additional runs and additional distribution

routes; third, the RGB organization was refined and formalized

through incorporation.

The Reston population increased from 3,000 in 1968 to

approximately 17,800 at the end of 1972. Moreover, the south-

erly Hunters Woods area had now grown equal in population to

the northerly Lake Anne area which had been developed first.

The overall population increase provided the RGB with an in-

creasing passenger market of Restonians employed in the Wash-

ington, D.G. area.

Service expansion occurred in accordance with information

presented in Table 4. The increasing cost per bus run was

followed by corresponding increases in fares necessary to keep

the breakeven number of passengers at approximately 35.
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TABLE 4. RGB SERVICE EXPANSION 1969-1972

Year

Number of
Morning

Bus Runs
Cost Per
Bus Run

RGB One-Way
Fare

1969 4 $30.00 $1.00

1970 9 30.00 1.00

1971 14 38.50 1.20

1972 18 40.00 1.20

During this period, the line haul travel conditions on

Route 7 were becoming increasingly congested due to increas-

ing traffic generated from the west of Reston heading towards

Washington, D.C., and the major bottleneck at the intersection

of Route 7 and Route 123 at Tyson's Corner. RGB buses attempted

to bypass this congestion through use of a secondary road as

shown in Figure 4. This secondary road was neither safe nor

suitable for bus traffic. In addition, residents living along

this road objected to the RGB buses' traveling this route be-

cause of noise and safety factors. Use of this route was

abandoned by RGB. Collection problems also developed during

this period; in particular, the residents of Hunters Woods were

burdened by the long collection process between the pickup

points and the Route 7 line haul route.

Despite the problems with the collection and line haul

phases of the bus run, RGB developed a significant service

innovation for facilitating the distribution of passengers

in Washington, D.C. As service expanded, RGB developed a

route-splitting strategy which decreased passenger distribu-

tion time by providing for a more direct destination coverage.
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FIGURE 4. RGB LINE HAUL ROUTE SECONDARY ROAD
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The initial RGB distribution route in downtown Washington fol-

lowed K Street (as shown in Figure 5) , then proceeded south-

easterly toward Capitol Hill and ended near Union Station. As

the number of bus runs increased, this route was split, resulting

in a distribution route along Constitution Avenue (C) across

the District. Later, another route-split occurred, which re-

sulted in a distribution route along Independence Avenue (I)

.

Table 5 presents the growth of the route-splitting process

from 1969 to 1972.

TABLE 5. GROWTH OF RGB ROUTE-SPLITTING 1969-1972

Year
Number of

Morning Runs

Distribution
Routes

^
of Bus Runs"^

1969 4 3K, 1C

1970 9 6K, 2C, IP

1971 14 8K, 4C, IP, IM

1972 18 IIK, 4C, 2P, IM

The route-splitting process resulted in a
shorter distribution time and a more direct
coverage of the major federal government em-
ployment centers. The routes to the Pentagon
(P) and Georgetown (M) were not considered
route-splits; these routes were added due
to expressed passenger demand.

Beyond route-splitting, RGB developed another major ser-

vice innovation, namely the addition of an evening straggler

bus. In late 1969 there were seven evening buses leaving

Washington, D.C. for Reston, with the last bus leaving at approx-

imately 6:15 PM. Many RGB passengers, however, indicated that

a later bus would increase service to those commuters who had
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to attend late meetings (regular RGB passengers often took

their cars to work on days when they had late afternoon meet-

ings scheduled) . To meet this need, RGB instituted the strag-

gler bus in January 1970; this bus departed downtown Washington

at 7:00 PM per the wishes of the RGB passengers. The straggler

bus was an important element in the development of RGB service

since it provided an "insurance run" for all RGB passengers who

might otherwise drive from fear of being stranded in downtown

Washington, D.G.

Refinements in the RGB organization also took place during

this period. As time progressed, it became apparent that the

Transportation Gommittee of the RGA was not an appropriately

organized body to effectively manage and operate a growing

commuter bus service. The requirements of running the bus

system necessitated a more organized and well-defined structure

to handle the various administrative, financial, and operational

problems. Gonsequently , in the spring of 1971 the Transporta-

tion Gommittee of the RGA initiated action to incorporate as

Reston Gommuter Bus, Inc. Initially it was mistakenly assumed

by state officials that RGB's purpose was to become a common

carrier. This fact tended to lengthen the incorporation pro-

cess; however, after several discussions between RGB and the

state of Virginia the matter was finally resolved.

The RGB corporation was formed as a nonprofit and non-

stock entity. The incorporation of RGB gave the organization

two advantages. First, it provided an effective structure for

managing the growth and operations of the RGB bus system.

Second, it attempted to provide a favorable tax status as a

nonprofit corporation. The articles of incorporation cite

Section 501(c) (4) of the United States Internal Revenue Gode

of 1954, and the intention of RGB, Inc. that it should be

exempt from federal income tax because RGB serves only to
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The articles also authorize thepromote the public welfare.

Board of Directors of RGB, Inc. "to develop and operate, on

behalf of the citizens of Reston, Virginia and surrounding

areas, a citizen-controlled mechanism for obtaining interstate

motor vehicle express commuter service." This authorizes RGB,

Inc. to contract with certified common carriers for bus service

to and from Reston. The Board is also authorized to structure

the organization of RGB so as to achieve the aforementioned

purpose. Pursuant to this action, a standard corporate struc-

ture developed to manage the RGB system.

The corporation is organized and operated in accordance

with by-laws established by its Board of Directors. The Board

of Directors consists of all the busmeisters as well as other

individuals who are interested in the system. (These other

individuals may be elected to the Board after attending three

consecutive meetings.) The Board is the policymaking body of

the corporation; an Executive Gommittee was established by the

Board to perform the executive function. The Executive Gom-

mittee consists of four general officers, four operations

officers, and three members at large. Each of these officers

has the following duties, outlined in the bylaws:

President: Provides leadership, encourages
people to work together, serves
as a contact point for the pub-
lic and other organizations.

Vice President: Shares leadership role, works
closely with the President as a
team; serves as busmeister-in-
chief

.

The Internal Revenue Service, after the first year of RGB
corporate operation, ruled that RGB was not exempt since, it
was argued, RGB existed to serve itself (that is, its riders).
RGB has since applied for tax exempt status under Section
501(c) (3) of the Gode as an agency assuming the burden of
government. In March 1977 RGB was informally notified by the
IRS that tax-exempt status had been granted.
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Secretary

:

Responsible for keeping minutes
of monthly Board meetings and
monthly Executive Gommittee
meetings, and for corporate
correspondence

.

Treasurer

:

Keeps books, prepares monthly
financial statement, has respon-
sibility for fiscal control and
recommends financial policy.

Operations
Officer

:

Responsible for monitoring number
of riders on each bus and rec-
ommending and implementing changes
in schedules and routes -- the key
person in making the system work.
Has the authority of chartering
up to three additional buses with-
out prior approval by Board of
Directors

.

Minibus
Officer

:

Goordinates all aspects of minibus
operation.

Ticket
Officer

:

Responsible for physical security
of all tickets, for auditing
tickets of the busmeisters, and
for ordering tickets.

Planning
Officer

:

Makes long-range recommendations
on the service development of
RGB based on surveys and analysis.

The paid staff of RGB consists of two employees who manage

the administrative office in Reston, assist the officers in

their duties, provide service information, and serve as a point

of contact for the public. RGB also benefited from the trans-

portation expertise of many of its volunteer members.

With the new organization, the RGB corporate entity was

now better equipped to deal with the various public agencies,

commissions, and authorities which had some jurisdiction over

RGB operations. Also during this period, major institutional

changes in the regional transit industry were underway which

would require an effective, organized RGB voice. The effect of

these changes first became evident in 1972 when RGB service was
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hampered somewhat because of equipment availability and vehicle

operational problems. During this period, legislation was

passed by the U.S. Congress and the General Assemblies of

Virginia and Maryland modifying the Interstate Compact of the

Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) . This

legislation enabled WMATA to condemn, acquire, own, and operate

a public transit service in the Washington, D.C. area. WV&M,

anticipating a public takeover of its private bus operation,

gave minimum effort to performing equipment repair and main-

tenance, or to purchasing any additional vehicles needed for

the expanding RCB service.

3.1.3 RCB Development in 1973

In January 1973, WMATA exercised its condemnation power

of WV&M and acquired three other transit properties. WMATA

thus assumed responsibility for the WV&M contract with RCB.

The WMATA takeover of transit in the Washington area meant

that RCB would now be receiving their supply of buses from a

public transit authority. The year started on an auspicious

note, with both parties looking forward to a favorable future.

The WMATA staff and Board Chairman agreed to continue to pro-

vide the supply of buses for RCB service and honor the con-

tract that had existed between RCB and WV&M. The RCB organi-

zation reportedly looked forward to service under the WMATA.

RCB expected a lower price per bus since WMATA 's price would

not include a profit factor or a depreciation factor. In

addition, RCB expected an ample supply of buses, and economies

of scale resulting from WMATA ' s takeover of four Washington

area bus companies. Finally, RCB looked forward to dealing

with a public transportation agency which was expected to be

more sensitive to the public transportation needs of the

people in Reston.

As the year progressed, it became apparent that there

would be a considerable disparity between the expectations of
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the two parties and the actual operational results. The first

major problem that developed after the WMATA takeover of WV&M

was a supply constraint for RGB service.

The continued passenger growth on the RGB service led to

a request to WMATA for several additional runs to relieve over-

crowding conditions that were developing. WMATA refused the

request/ citing the need for the buses in other parts of the

metropolitan area. WMATA, however, promised that buses could

be made available in the future since the Authority was in the

process of acquiring 620 new transit vehicles. RGB then sug-

gested to the WMATA staff that private charter carriers might

supply these additional buses until such time as WflATA re-

ceived its new equipment. The WMATA planning director approved

of this approach. RGB then attempted to secure the additional

buses from Diamond Tours, Inc., a private carrier. A commit-

ment was secured from Diamond Tours to provide buses for five

additional RGB bus runs. This matter then progressed to a

hearing before the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Gom-

mission (WMATG) for purposes of awarding the necessary operating

certificate. The commission first held a pre-hearing confer-

ence relative to the request of Diamond Tours, Inc. WMATA 's

Assistant General Gounsel attended the conference and promised

that WMATA would provide buses to RGB immediately and asserted

that there was no public necessity to provide Diamond Tours

with an operating certificate. WMATA provided RGB with five

additional buses at this point. These five buses solved the

RGB supply problem on a temporary basis.

Several months later, however, the supply problem recurred

due to increasing passenger demand. RGB once again requested

additional buses from WMATA; WMATA once again refused the re-

quest. Given the experience on the first attempt to obtain

buses from a private carrier, RGB did not attempt a similar
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effort. This supply constraint contributed to crowding on

RGB buses and interfered with the responsiveness of the ser-

vice supply to passenger demand.

In October 1973 the WMATA/RCB relationship was strained

further by a new pricing policy for the type of service pro-

vided to RGB. WMATA had inherited the RGB/WV&M contract on

January 2, 1973 which provided for buses to be supplied to

RGB at a cost of $40 per bus run. WMATA calculated that they

would lose $900 per day at these rates. Furthermore, the

Authority's staff considered the RGB riders an affluent group

as contrasted with the average WMATA bus riders in the lower

income brackets; they felt it was unfair to subsidize the RGB

rider at the expense of the average WMATA rider. Gonsequently

,

the WMATA staff recommended to its Board that the service to

RGB be supplied at cost and in addition a 6.5% profit be made

on the RGB runs; this profit was to be used to offset losses

on other WMATA runs. The WMATA Board held hearings on this

new pricing policy which labeled RGB service as "community-

type regular route transit service."^ The Board passed the

policy but removed the 6.5% profit figure. The WMATA Board

decided that the service to RGB should be provided at cost;

the cost was to be calculated every six months by the WMATA

staff and passed on to RGB.

This pricing policy tended to maximize the price to the

RGB organization. The cost charged to RGB included the full

weekly salary and fringe benefits of all the union drivers

used on RGB runs even though they were used by RGB only in

the peak periods. In addition, the cost of the vehicles was

figured on the system-wide average cost per bus-mile, including

This change in terminology was important since WMATA had ex-
clusive authority to provide regular route service. If the’
service were defined as only contract service, it would be
regulated by the WMATG.
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all overhead and maintenance costs. Actually, RGB had been

bearing much of its own overhead costs for the service; however,

no credit was given for this expenditure. These RGB expenses

included arranging and printing schedules and ticket books,

advertising and promotion, and administrative duties such as

fare collection and telephone information service.

The cost charged to RGB was also burdened by the opera-

tional inefficiencies in the WM.ATA system. These included

the inability to use drivers and vehicles in the off-peak

periods, the extensive deadheading involved (WMATA's garage

was 15 miles from Reston) and the use of slow, inefficient

transit vehicles on line haul commuter runs. Moreover, the

cost to RGB was not reduced by any subsidy (as was WMATA's

normal regular route service) or credit for services RGB per-

formed for itself.

After the passage of the new pricing policy by the WMATA

Board, the WMATA/RGB relationship deterioriated even further

over the issue of transfer privileges for RGB passengers to

WMATA buses. Previously, RGB passengers had received transfer

privileges between RGB and WV&M runs; this transfer was valua-

ble to some commuters with destinations in areas not covered

by RGB runs. This transfer privilege became more valuable

with the increasing number of WMATA bus routes being developed

in the Washington area. RGB reasoned that since it had been

labeled as a regular route transit service, the RGB passengers

were entitled to full transfer privileges. The W?4ATA staff,

however, considered the RGB request and issued a denial on the

basis that RGB passengers were a specialized group.

In contrast to the deterioration of the institutional ar-

rangement with WMATA, the RGB service operations achieved a

major breakthrough with the opening in July 1973, of exclusive

bus ramps for RGB buses on the Dulles Highway at Reston. The
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regular ramp configuration on the Dulles Highway provided only

for direct westerly bound access (towards Dulles Airport) and

direct easterly bound egress (towards Washington, D.C.) from

Dulles Airport. The exclusive ramps enabled RGB buses to access

the Dulles Highway directly, proceeding easterly towards Wash-

ington, D.Cr and to exit from the highway directly at Reston

proceeding westerly. Access and egress are controlled by a

special gate mechanism activated by bus loop detectors and a

magnetically coded card inserted by the bus driver into a metal

box at the gate.^

The opening of these ramps was the result of a major in-

stitutional effort by RGB over a two-and-one-half-year period
2

involving various approvals at several levels of government.

These ramps were authorized by the Secretary of Transportation,

the Federal Aviation Adminsitration , and the National Gapital

Planning Gommission. The ramps were designed and constructed

by the Virginia Department of Highways. The Federal Highway

Administration installed the special gate mechanism precluding

use of the ramps by automobiles. The funding for the construc-

tion of the ramps (approximately $300,000) was provided by the

developer of Reston--Gulf Reston, Inc.

The provision of construction funds by Gulf Reston, Inc.

was an important element in the whole process since it revealed

the developer's sensitivity to the role of good commuter trans-

portation in the residential location decision. This sensitiv-

ity was developed through exposure to certain RGB survey results

The ramp configuration and the access and egress control systems
are discussed in more detail in Section 3.3: RGB Service
Operations. The control system is presented in Appendix A.

2
The details of this effort are presented in Appendix A since
this institutional effort played such an important role in
RGB service development.
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revealing that residents valued the commuter bus service when

making the decision to reside in Reston. The developer became

convinced that the construction of the ramps would facilitate

the development of the Reston Community.

The impact of the Dulles Highway privileges on RGB service

was very significant. It essentially altered the context of

RGB operations by opening a new express line haul service route

located in the middle of Reston. The changes in the line haul

component, in turn, changed the requirements of the morning

passenger collection and evening passenger distribution compo-

nents of RGB service. Instead of feeding buses to and from

Route 7 on Reston 's northern border, the intra-Reston coverage

could now feed to a central point between Lake Anne and Hunters

Woods equally accessible from both areas. In essence, RGB now

had the opportunity to improve service through use of the express

Dulles line haul route to the 1-495 Beltway and through using

the centrality of the access point in Reston.

By the end of 1973, RGB service was providing approximately

50 daily commuter bus runs split equally between the morning and

evening peak service periods.

3.1.4 RGB Service Grisis (1974-1975)

The pricing policy which had been passed by WMATA in Octo-

ber 1973 began to show its effects on the cost of RGB service

in early 1974. In the spring, WMATA increased the cost per bus

run from $40.00 to $57.08, which was an increase of 43%. RGB

responded by increasing the one-way fare from $1.20 to $1.40.

In addition, the breakeven load was increased from 36 passengers

to 43 passengers.

This 43% increase in the cost per bus run precipitated a

search for a subsidy on the part of the RGB organization. A

survey was made of all potential subsidy sources on the federal.
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state, county and community level. Fairfax County (of which

Reston is a part) appeared to be the most likely subsidy source

since the county was already subsidizing regular route transit

in their jurisdiction on a per-mile basis; if RGB service were

to cease and be replaced with some type of regular route ser-

vice, then Fairfax County would incur additional financial lia-

bility from subsidizing this new regular route service to Reston.

Equipped with this information, a task force of RGB volun-

teers (some with transportation expertise) conducted an in-depth

study of RGB service operations on a system-wide basis. This

study included an analysis of passenger load factors, number

of standees, charter fees, ticket pricing, and frequency of

service. The results of the study showed that the cost of a

county subsidy for RGB service (to maintain current ticket

prices and load factors) would be less than the cost incurred

by the county if RGB ceased operation. The Fairfax County

Supervisor (Martha Pennino) whose district contained Reston

succeeded in securing a six-month subsidy for RGB in the amount

of $45,000.^

In December of 1974, WMATA once again increased the cost

of the RGB service. The cost this time increased from $57.08

per bus run to $66.91; WMATA claimed the increase would have

been higher had they not succeeded in integrating RGB into the

entire WMATA system and been able to use drivers more effi-

ciently. RGB responded to this 18% increase in the cost per

bus run by raising the one-way fare from $1.40 to $1.50 (with-

out the Fairfax County subsidy, the one-way fare would have

increased to $1.70). In addition, the breakeven load on each

bus increased from 43 to 46 passengers.

Fairfax County subsidized RGB over a two-year period in the
amount of $88,150. More recently, in the fall of 1976, Fairfax
County again subsidized RGB in the amount of $119,000. This
additional subsidy was designed to cover a large portion of an
unexpected retroactive bill from WMATA in the amount of $146,000

S

I.
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The impact of these cost increases on RGB service was

critical. The one-way fare was increased twice during the

year to cover the contract cost per bus run. Even with the

two fare increases, a public subsidy was required to ensure

the viability of the RGB operation; up to this point RGB had

been a self-supporting organization, with the costs of ser-

vice covered through fare payments. To deal with the problem

of increased costs, RGB was forced to increase the number of

passengers per bus, which resulted in crowded conditions.

Most importantly, the growth potential of the RGB service

was clearly inhibited. The problem was now much more than the

supply constraint which had existed periodically in 1973; the

new problem was essentially managing to keep up with the costs

of existing service. The only alternatives available were in-

creased fares, increasing the load factor on each bus, and

eliminating bus runs when necessary. RGB was forced to elim-

inate several bus runs in order to reduce the cost of service.

Under these conditions, the RGB operation was not generating

any growth revenue from paying passengers over and above the

breakeven load factor. This meant that RGB could not adequately

respond to the increasing demand from the growing community of

Reston. In addition, Fairfax Gounty had notified RGB that the

subsidy was only temporary until WMATA adopted a more reason-

able pricing policy or RGB managed to find a suitable private

carrier to provide the service.

Facing the prospect of cost increases every six months,

the service provided by RGB was no longer viable in the context

of a WMATA supply contract. RGB realized this plight and under-

took an effort to secure a carrier whose costs would enable RGB

service to remain viable.
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3.1.5 RGB Service Under Private Carrier (1975-1976)

Following the WMATA cost increase in December 1974, the

RGB organization initiated efforts to secure the services of

a private carrier to contract with Reston Commuter Bus, Inc.

This effort took place in an institutional context involving

the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Commission and the

Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority. Prior to the

public takeover of transit in the Washington, D.C. area, the

WMATC had regulated all service including regular route and

contract service. With public takeover, the WMATA became both

the regulator and the operator of regular route service. Con-

tract service, however, remained under the regulatory powers

of the WMATC. Given this context, it was necessary for the

RGB organization to qualify a private carrier under the contract

service provisions, and have this carrier receive an operating

certificate from the WMATC to provide contract service to RGB.

The initial effort to secure a private carrier was ham-

pered by the anticipated opposition of WMATA. Only one small

carrier showed any interest in serving RCB . This was a

minority-owned Washington company which had several buses in

its vehicle fleet. Previously, this company had secured, over

WMATA' s opposition, an operating certificate to provide ser-

vice to the Wolf Trap Center for the Performing Arts near

Reston. This company estimated it could supply service to

Reston at a cost of $50 per bus run. This proposal never

materialized, but it did achieve sufficient publicity to inter-

est another carrier to make a proposal to RCB. This carrier

was the Colonial Transit Company of Fredericksburg, Virginia.

Colonial was already operating more than 100 commuter runs

from distant suburbs into Washington, D.C. Colonial was un-

affected by WMATA' s takeover of the private companies in
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Washington since the base of its commuter operations lies out-

side of the WMATA transit zone; Fredericksburg is located

approximately 45 miles south of Washington, D.C. In conducting

its daily operations. Colonial concentrated on peak-period

services. Approximately 90% of Colonial's drivers were part-

time drivers who held full-time jobs in the Washington area.

The vehicles used for commuter service (CM 4104 coaches) were

parked during the day in Washington, D.C. area parking lots.

Drivers would return to the vehicles in the late afternoon to

perform the evening peak-period service.

This method of operation was reflected in the proposal

made to RCB . Colonial proposed to hire local drivers in Reston

under a similar arrangement for driving only in the morning and

evening peak periods. The vehicles to be used were the CM 4104

coaches (14 years old) , which were more efficient than transit

buses on express line haul runs and more comfortable in terms

of interior amenities (e.g., reclining seats). Colonial was

also sensitive to the cost implications of extensive dead-

heading in a commuter bus service. Colonial proposed to mini-

mize deadheading by storing its bus fleet at a facility to be

constructed in Reston.^ After completing the morning commuter

runs. Colonial proposed to store its buses in Washington, D.C.

area parking lots until evening commuter service commenced.

Finally, the price proposal was $1.01 per seat or $41.41 per

bus run for 41-seat buses.

Given this cost and the operational efficiencies associated

with the system, the RCB Board of Directors voted to accept

the Colonial proposal. In April 1975 the Colonial Transit

Company filed an application with the WMATC for a certificate

of public convenience and necessity to serve RCB under a con-

tract basis. In the application it was necessary to specify

This Reston storage facility has yet to be built, though efforts
are still being made. Vehicles are still stored at Dulles Air-
port overnight.
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what group was being served under the contract; this require-

ment differs from regular route service where virtually anyone

can ride one of the buses in the service. After consulting

with RGB, Colonial proposed that the service be provided to

members of the Reston Community Association (RCA) , The Reston

Homeowners Association, and the Deepwood Homeowners Association

(DHOA) . This arrangement would make virtually all of the

people in Reston eligible for riding the commuter buses either

through homeowner ship or through paying a small fee to join the

RCA.
^

The WMATC scheduled a hearing on the Colonial petition for

June 5, 1975. RGB filed a petition in support of Colonial's

application. WMATA and the Amalgamated Transit Union filed

separate protests against Colonial. The Colonial Transit

Company succeeded in demonstrating to the Commission that it

had the financial capacity to take on the Reston service which

required a one-third expansion in its bus fleet.

RGB then had to prove to the WMATC that there was a public

need for Colonial to provide the service because WMATA was not

providing adequate service. RGB's primary argument was that

rising costs under WMATA had put the commuter bus system in the

classical fare-increase/rider ship-decrease cycle; a second

argument centered on the difficulty of communicating with a

large bureaucratic public agency with various departments and

divisons having some role in the provision of RCB service. As

a final argument, RCB presented a petition signed by 1,500

Restonians in support of the Colonial application. The Colonial

application was also endorsed by the Fairfax County Board of

Supervisors (who declared they would not subsidize the RCB

1A membership in the RCA costs $3.00 per year.
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system under WMATA) , the Northern Virginia Transportation Com-

mission, area members of the Virginia General Assembly, and

area members of the U.S. Congress.

The opposing arguments from WMATA centered on two points

involving the jurisdiction of the WMATC and, secondly, the

financial loss incurred by WMATA and the taxpayers if the RCB

service were lost. WMATA claimed that the WMATC had no juris-

diction to grant a certificate to Colonial since RCB was regular

route service under the exclusive control of WMATA. Specif-

ically, RCB was "community- type regular route service under

contract" as labeled in the October 1973 pricing policy. WMATA

claimed the only difference between this regular route service

and other regular route service was the method of payment. The

financial argument presented by WMATA contended that the loss

of the Reston service would result in an annual net revenue loss

of $252,997 to WMATA; this loss, it was contended, would have

to be borne by the public taxpayers since it would be added to

WMATA' s operating deficit.

After considering the opposing arguments, the Transit

Commission decided that RCB service is inherently different

from WMATA' s regular route service and that the Commission

did have the jurisdiction to grant a certificate to Colonial.

The RCB system was found to be different for the following

reasons

:

1) The financial risk of each run is borne by

RCB.

^By paying the full cost of its service (including a propor-
tional amount of the WMATA system-wide average cost) RCB was,
in effect, subsidizing the rest of the WMATA regular route
system in the amount of $252,997 per year.
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2 ) RGB was charged the full cost of service,

while regular route service of WMATA is

subsidized

.

3) RGB determines the level of service, routes,

and schedules.

4) RGB is managed by community volunteers.

Regarding WMATA' s financial argument, the WMATG pointed out

that the Reston service was priced by WMATA on a basis quite

different from regular route service. Regular route service is

priced substantially below its cost of operation. The RGB

service was priced at cost. Therefore, the Gommission con-

tended that the adverse financial impact on WMATA of not rend-

ering the Reston service is a result of its practice of pricing

that service higher than regular route service.

The Gommission issued the Golonial Transit Gompany an

operating certificate in September 1975. In October 1975, RGB

and Golonial agreed upon a three-year contract. The contract

cost per bus run was $41.41; the contract provided for costs to

be reviewed at the end of each year to determine the extent of

any increase. Golonial operations were phased-in from October

1975 to April 1976, while WMATA' s operations were gradually

being phased-out.

The transition to Golonial had a major impact on RGB ser-

vice. Regarding fares, RGB retained the one-way fare at $1.50

but managed to eliminate the need for the Fairfax Gounty sub-

sidy. The RGB system was reoriented to its traditional method

of operation involving paying for the purchased transportation

through fare payments. More importantly, the cost arrangement

with Golonial decreased the breakeven load factor to .71 (i.e.,

29 paying passengers on a 41-seat capacity bus)

.
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The RGB service which was supply-constrained in 1973 and

cost-constrained in 1974 was now able to grow once again. In

1973 and 1974 the average number of daily RGB bus runs was

approximately 50 to 52. With the introduction of Golonial

service in October 1975, the number of daily bus runs increased

to 56, comprising 28 morning runs and 28 evening runs. By late

1976, with all the bus runs operated by Golonial, RGB service

was providing 70 daily commuter bus runs comprising 36 morning

runs and 34 evening runs.

In terms of spatial coverage, the only change under the

Golonial operations has been the abandonment of RGB service to

Herndon, a neighboring community to the northwest of Reston.

With the Golonial phase-in, this Herndon service had to be

abandoned on legal grounds, since Golonial is authorized to

provide service under contract only to the associations in

Reston

.

In October 1976, the first price increase under Golonial

took place, with the cost per bus run increasing from $41.41

to $45.00. This raises the breakeven load factor to .76 or

31 paying passengers on a 41-seat bus. The one-way fare has

remained at $1.50. After one full year of service under the

Golonial Transit Gompany, RGB is operating without a severe

supply constraint, without a public subsidy, and with a stable

cost arrangement enabling the system to grow to meet increas-

ing passenger demand.

RGB extended service to Herndon on an experimental basis at
the request of Fairfax Gounty (which had provided a subsidy
to RGB) . RGB worked with citizens and officials of Herndon
to plan the route through the town and coordinate the shuttle
service with the regular RGB schedule.
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3.2 SERVICE CONCEPT

3.2.1 Contracting for Supply

RCB service is based upon the concept of contracting for

supply in accordance with actual demand; RCB has contracted

with both public and private carriers for the required number

of buses needed to transport passengers between Reston and the

Washington, D.C. area.

The RCB organization pays the contract cost to the carrier

supplying the buses for the service. RCB, in turn, derives the

required revenue from fares paid by the passengers to the RCB

organization. RCB has the authority and responsibility to set

its own fare level for passengers using the service. RCB man-

agement attempts to set fares at a level where the system-wide

ridership will generate enough revenue to cover the contract

costs and generate some additional revenue which may be used

to help finance new supply, i.e., more buses. Reston's popu-

lation growth over the years has made it imperative that RCB

be able to provide additional buses to meet increasing passenger

demand

.

3.2.2 Growth Seats

The key element in the expansion of RCB service is, and

has been, the concept of the "growth seats." The growth seats

on an RCB bus may be defined as the number of seats equal to

the difference between the seated capacity of the bus and the

breakeven load factor expressed as a number of seats. For

example, if a carrier supplies RCB with 41-seat capacity buses

at a contract cost of $41.00 per bus and RCB sets the one-way

fare level at $1.50 per seat, then 28 passengers are required

to generate the revenue to cover the cost of the bus run. . The

breakeven load factor is then .68 (28 divided by 41) . The

growth seats are the remaining 13 seats above the breakeven
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load factor. Any passengers occupying these seats will generate

surplus revenue which is not needed to pay the cost of the bus

run. The surplus revenue generated on a system-wide basis is

then placed in a fund to help pay for additional buses which

may be requested from the carrier as demand increases.

The growth-seat concept has a relationship both to pro-

viding the funds for additional buses and to maintaining com-

fortable, uncrowded conditions on each bus. For example, if

all the growth seats over the breakeven load factor are occu-

pied, the bus run produces maximum surplus revenue (excluding

the additional revenue from standees) at the expense of crowded

conditions. RGB management policy aims for a system-wide

average load factor of .8, which covers the cost of each bus

run and generates some surplus revenue while minimizing the

chances of overcrowding.

The growth seats also relate to the implicit RGB system

seating policy of providing every passenger with a seat through

a designed load factor strategy (.8). Although this is a

system-wide goal, actual load factors will vary from bus to

bus, resulting in some unprofitable runs and some overcrowded

runs. In spite of these variations, the growth seats remain

the key element in the RGB system. They are an indication of

changes in the supply/demand relationship between the number

of buses available and the number of passengers using the

service. At present, RGB is charged $45.00 per bus run for

41-seat capacity buses. RGB has set the one-way fare level at

$1.50 per passenger. Thus, 31 paying passengers (breakeven

load of .76) generate enough revenue to cover the cost of the

bus run including overhead. Nine growth seats remain on the

bus which, when occupied, produce surplus revenue for RGB
.

^

1
One seat is occupied by the nonpaying busmeister.
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3.3 RGB SERVICE OPERATIONS

3.3.1 Peak-Period Commuter Bus Service

RGB service operations consist of commuter bus runs during

the morning and' evening peak periods between Reston and the

Washington, D.C. area. The key features of the service opera-

tions comprise passenger collection, transfer activity, line

haul travel, and passenger distribution.

Morning operations commence with vehicles arriving from

the overnight storage area located at Dulles International

Airport, five miles to the west of Reston. The collection

procedure involves a group of buses (usually four) which

operate on the four basic collection routes within Reston:

two covering the northerly Lake Anne area and two covering

the southerly Hunters Woods area (see Figure 6) . Buses are

scheduled to pick up passengers at various intersections and as-

signed stops within the community. The buses are then scheduled

to converge simultaneously at a preferential highway access

point consisting of exclusive bus ramps to and from the Dulles

Access Highway in the center of Reston (see Figure 7)

.

At the Dulles Access Highway ramps, passengers are able to

transfer to the bus which provides them with the best destina-

tion coverage in the Washington, D.C. area. Passenger transfers

are usually accomplished within a five-minute time period. If

one bus in a particular group is late in arriving at the trans-

fer area, the remaining buses in the group, which have arrived

on schedule, will wait for a short time period. The average

time between the scheduled arrivals of bus groups at the Dulles

ramps is approximately 14 minutes between the first arrivals at

6:28 AM and the last arrivals at 8:50 AM. A continuing cycle

of collections and transfers takes place throughout the morning

service period.
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The initial segment of the line haul portion is via the

Dulles Access Highway. This highway is a limited-access high-

way having regular entrance ramps only in the westerly bound

direction (the opposite direction from Washington, D.C.) for

convenient access to Dulles Airport. However, RGB vehicles

have special access in the easterly direction (towards Wash-

ington, D.C.) through the use of the exclusive bus ramps which

are blocked with a special gate mechanism.^

The Dulles Access Highway line haul portion of the trip is

approximately nine miles in length. Due to the absence of

easterly bound ramps, there is a lack of heavy commuter traf-

fic proceeding towards Washington, D.C.; RGB buses usually

travel this portion of the route under express roadway con-

ditions. The balance of the line haul portion involves travel-

ing sections of the 1-495 Beltway, Route 123 and the George
2Washington Parkway along the Potomac River (see Figure 8)

.

Upon arriving in the Washington area, each bus follows a

specified distribution route (see Figure 9). Routes K, C, and

I cover the central part of the District in the central federal

government area. Route M covers the Georgetown area in the

northwest; while Route P covers the southerly activity centers

at the Pentagon, Crystal City, and National Airport.

^See Appendix A (Section A. 4) for a complete description of the
operations of this special gate mechanism.

2
Until recently, every bus that performed the collection func-
tion also continued on the line haul travel and performed the
distribution functions. However, the RGB service is presently
utilizing some transit buses to perform the collection and meet
regular coach vehicles at the Dulles ramps. The transit buses
return again to the collection routes, while the regular coach
vehicles proceed on the line haul travel and distribution.
This practice relieves some of the coach vehicles of the pas-
senger collection duties and enables a few coach buses to per-
form double runs during the morning service period.
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Following passenger distribution, most of the RGB buses

are parked and stored for the day at a peripheral parking lot

(see Figure 10) near the Pentagon, and most drivers proceed to

regular daytime employment in the Washington, D.C. area. How-

ever, some of the drivers may continue to drive the buses through-

out the day on charter service not connected with RGB.

Evening service commences with drivers returning to the

RGB buses at the area storage locations. The buses proceed to

specified collection routes for passenger collection. The eve-

ning collection routes are essentially the reverse of the morn-

ing distribution routes (K, G, I, P).^

Following passenger collection, each bus proceeds to

Rosslyn, Virginia (see Figure 9) . Rosslyn serves as the eve-

ning transfer point for passengers wishing to board the appro-

priate bus which provides the most convenient drop-off point

within Reston.

Rosslyn' s location is well-suited as a transfer point since

the various collection routes easily feed into this area from

the east across the major District corridors and from the south-

erly activity centers such as the Pentagon, Grystal Gity, and

National Airport. The Rosslyn transfer activity enables RGB

to re-allocate passenger loads among buses and minimize the
2

number of standees by using all available seats.

^There is no passenger collection on the Georgetown route (M)

in the evening due to too few passengers.

2Gommunication among busmeisters facilitates the effectiveness
of this transfer activity. Busmeisters will notify passengers
that another RGB bus is approaching the Rosslyn stop with
available seats. The Rosslyn stop also features a shelter
where passengers can wait for another bus.
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In contrast to the morning transfer activity at the Dulles

ramps involving groups of buses arriving simultaneously, the

evening transfer activity is staggered, with each individual bus

stopping in Rosslyn to permit passengers to board or disembark

to wait for another RGB bus. The staggered transfer operations

in the evening period are employed because of (1) varying traf-

fic conditions in the Washington, D.C. area which make it dif-

ficult for a group of buses to arrive simultaneously in Rosslyn,

and, (2) the spatial limitations of the Rosslyn street network

which make it difficult to accommodate a group of buses simul-

taneously •

Following the stop at Rosslyn each bus departs for the line

haul portion of the trip which is the reverse of the morning

route. Upon arriving at the exclusive Dulles bus ramps, each

RGB bus leaves the Dulles Highway via an exclusive egress ramp

featuring the same loop sensors and gate mechanism to preclude

use by unauthorized vehicles.^

The buses then depart the central ramps area and proceed

on the passenger distribution routes to either the northerly

Lake Anne area or the southerly Hunters Woods area. The eve-

ning distribution routes are the reverse of the morning collec-

tion routes feeding to the Dulles ramps.

Following the passenger distribution function, the RGB

buses proceed west to the Dulles Airport where the vehicles

are parked for overnight storage.

The Dulles ramps also serve as an unofficial secondary transfer
point for passengers who were unwilling or unable to make the
required transfer in Rosslyn and for kiss-and-ride passengers.
RGB, however, encourages all passengers to make the required
transfers at the Rosslyn location.
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3.3.2 Off-Peak Commuter Bus Service

RGB off-peak commuter bus service includes an evening

"straggler bus" (operating five days per week) and an "Early

Bird" bus which operates on Fridays at midday. The straggler

is a single daily fixed-route bus run which departs downtown

Washington at 7:00 PM. This bus follows a collection route

across the District which combines parts of the K, C, and I

routes (see Figure 11) . The straggler bus is scheduled to

depart from Rosslyn at 7:26 PM. Following the line haul, the

straggler bus is met by another RGB bus at the Dulles ramps

in Reston. Passengers with destinations in the Hunters Woods

area transfer to this second bus which proceeds to distribute

passengers in the southerly section of Reston. The straggler

bus continues on to drop off passengers in the Lake Anne area

(see Figure 12) . The straggler bus has been in operation since

January 1970.

The straggler bus was an important addition to RGB ser-

vice in providing a system back-up capability for servicing

passengers who miss the peak-period evening service. In ad-

dition, the mere existence of the straggler bus service has a

positive impact on passengers contemplating the use of the

morning RGB service, by providing an "insurance" bus run and

alleviating their fears of being stranded in downtown Wash-

ington, D.G.

The Early Bird bus is a single fixed-route bus run which

operates only on Fridays. This bus departs downtown Washington

(Union Station) at 12:30 PM and Rosslyn at 12:56 PM. Similar

to the straggler bus, the Early Bird collects passengers across

the District on a route combining portions of the K, G, and I

routes. This bus provides temporal coverage to those RGB

riders who wish to work a half day on Fridays who might other-

wise drive an automobile to work. The Early Bird bus run has

been in operation since early 1976.
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3.3.3 Busmeister

A busmeister (Figure 13) is a regular RGB passenger as-

signed to each bus, whose primary duties include fare collec-

tion and ticket book sales. Other duties of the busmeister

include aiding in the coordination of transfers, administering

rider surveys, and consulting with the driver on the most

appropriate line haul route. He also fills out and submits a

weekly summary sheet (Figure 14) which is used for recording

fare collections. Busmeisters are essentially volunteers whose

only compensation is a free ride on the RGB bus.

Each passenger on the bus has contact with the busmeister

through the regular fare collection process; the busmeister

will punch a ten-ride ticket book or accept a cash fare payment.

The busmeister also assists passengers that request information

on routes, transfers, schedules, and general system operations.

He is also the primary communicant between the passenger and

driver for those passengers requesting a specific stop or

transfer. On the line haul portion of the run, the busmeister

consults with the driver on selecting alternate routes in the

event congested traffic conditions are encountered. Thus, he

provides the human flexibility element in the operations of the

RGB system.

The busmeister is also an important link with RGB manage-

ment since he is in direct daily contact with the bus operations.

The busmeister administers periodic rider surveys which are

used by RGB management to revise schedules and receive feedback

on the service. Each busmeister is a member of the RGB Board

of Directors, the policymaking body of the RGB Gorporation.
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FIGURE 13. BUSMEISTER COLLECTING FARES AND ADMINISTERING A SURVEY
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3.3.4 Public Information Service Operations

The RGB organization maintains a business office in Reston

staffed by an administrator and a secretary/receptionist. This

office serves as the management base of daily RGB operations.

A telephone information service is provided to answer questions

on RGB service operations. This is a valuable service to new

residents of the growing community and to longer-term residents

who may have a question on a schedule change.

This office also serves as a communication center for all

busmeisters in the system. If an important announcement is

to be made or important material to be picked up, one of the

staff members will call all the busmeisters to inform them of

the development.

RGB also pays for and issues its own bus schedule on system

operations. These schedules describe morning and evening bus

service in terms of number of bus runs, collection and distribu-

tion routes, pick-up and drop-off points, transfer connections,

and overall time scheduling. RGB issues new schedules period-

ically to reflect changes in system operations.

The business office also provides a convenient evening

meeting place for busmeisters and RGB officers who may wish to

discuss some aspect of system operations.
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4, RCB LEVEL OF SERVICE

RCB service provides a weekday peak-period express com-

muter service between Reston, Virginia and Washington, D.C.

From 1968 through 1976 this RCB service expanded and evolved,

resulting in continuing refinements in the service provided.

From a single charter bus run in 1968, the RCB service has

grown to the point of providing 70 daily commuter bus runs.

4.1 COVERAGE

Prior to RCB service there was no transportation service

covering the Reston community. Since 1968 RCB has developed a

series of passenger collection and distribution routes in Reston

and the Washington area. Through the implementation of coor-

dinated collection with transfer to the line haul on the Reston

end, and route-splitting in the District, RCB has provided

effective geographic coverage. These routes are essentially

symmetrical for the morning inbound and evening outbound ser-

vices .

4.1.1 Reston Coverage

The initial RCB service provided only for one internal

Reston route which followed the major roads in Lake Anne and

Hunters Woods. Passenger collection within Reston consumed up

to 30 minutes along this single route. This was especially in-

convenient for passengers boarding in the Hunters Woods section,

who experienced the entire collection process proceeding to the

line haul portion of the trip (at that time via Route 7 on

Reston 's northern border).

The major factors in developing more routes within Reston

were the increasing number of daily bus runs, the growth of the

Hunters Woods area, and the advent of Dulles access in 1973.
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RGB has increased the spatial coverage of the commuter bus ser-

vice within Reston as shown in Figure 15. There are presently

four basic routes within Reston: L, U, S, and G. Routes L and

U cover different sections of the northerly Lake Anne area;

Routes S and G cover different sections of the southerly Hunters

Woods area.

^

This system of routes has provided coverage to all the

major cluster associations in Reston. There are RGB bus stops

(marked with signs) approximately every two blocks in Lake Anne
2

and Hunters Woods. These provide a convenient boarding point

for the residents of each cluster neighborhood.

The only expansion of RGB coverage outside the Reston area

was the Herndon extension in 1975. This service involved pro-

viding shuttle buses to bring passengers from neighboring

Herndon to the main RGB service operations in Reston. When RGB

changed to a private carrier in late 1975 the Herndon service

was eliminated since ridership was restricted to members of the

RHOA, DHOA or the RGA.

4.1.2 Washington Area Goverage

The initial RGB passenger distribution in the Washington

area followed a single route across the District. This route

was as time consuming as the Reston collection (up to 30 min-

utes) because of the need to cover all the major downtown

RGB has also developed variations and combinations of these
four basic routes to provide better service to particular areas
within Reston.

2
RGB buses will also usually stop on a flag-down basis.
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employment centers. As the number of bus runs increased, RGB

employed the procedure of route-splitting to provide increased

coverage of employment centers in the Washington area.^

There are presently five routes covering the Washington,

D.C. area: K, C, I, M, P. These routes are illustrated in

Figure 16. The three major routes (K, C, and I) cover the cen-

ter of the federal government area along K Street, Constitution

Avenue, and Independence Avenue; these routes are illustrated

in more detail in Figure 17. Route M covers Georgetown, while

Route P covers the Pentagon, Crystal City, and National Airport.

RGB service is primarily confined to weekdays during the
2morning and evening peak periods. Morning commuter bus opera-

tions extend from approximately 6:00 AM to 9:30 AM; evening

service operations extend from approximately 4:00 PM to 7:30 PM.

Extended temporal coverage is provided through two special bus
3

runs: the straggler bus and the Early Bird.

4.2 SERVICE FREQUENCY AND TRANSFERS

RGB service presently provides 34 morning bus runs from
4Reston to the Washington area. Table 6 presents a summary of

the RGB morning service. Each of the 34 bus runs is part of

The route-splitting procedure and the development of the Wash-
ington area routes are described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.1.2)
and specifically in Table 5.

2
RGB service is not provided on federal holidays.

^See Section 3.3.2.

4Present level of service is in accordance with mid-1976 sched-
ules. RGB periodically issues new schedules which reflect
changes in the number of commuter bus runs provided.
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one of twelve groups of buses which depart Reston between

6:28 AM and 8:50 AM. A group may contain up to four buses.

Each bus in a group is assigned a particular collection route

in Reston. The frequency of the service ranges from ten to

15 minutes during the morning peak period, depending upon the

location within Reston. After the collection procedure, all

the buses within a group are scheduled to converge simultane-

ously on the centrally located Dulles bus ramps in the middle

of Reston. Each of the buses in a group is assigned to a

specific distribution route (K, C, I, M, P) in the Washington

area as shown in Table 6. The morning passengers have the

opportunity to transfer at the Dulles bus ramps to the bus

within the group which provides them with the best destina-

tion coverage in the Washington area. This system enables

passengers to board any bus in Reston with the knowledge that

they will have the opportunity to make the required transfer

at the Dulles ramps. This system also gives passengers a choice

of buses throughout the morning peak period.

Survey information is not available on the number of

morning passengers transferring at the Dulles ramps. However,

RGB estimates that approximately 12% of the riders transfer

in the morning at the Dulles ramps. Morning transfers are

usually accomplished in five minutes or less. If one bus in

the group is late in arriving at the ramps, then the remaining

buses will wait one-half the time difference between their

scheduled departure time and the scheduled departure time of

the next group. The average time between the departures of

bus groups from the Dulles ramps is approximately 14 minutes.

In the evening, RGB provides 32 peak-period bus runs from

the Washington, D.G. area to Reston. Table 7 presents a sum-

mary of RGB evening service. Each of these 32 bus runs is

assigned to pick up passengers on a particular collection route

(K, G, I, P) in the Washington area. Nineteen of the 32 bus
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TABLE 7. RGB EVENING OUTBOUND SERVICE

Bus

Number
Collection Route in

Washington, D.C. Area^

Scheduled Arrival
Time in Rosslyn for

Staggered Transfers
Reston Area

Distribution Route^

Scheduled Arrival
Time at Dulles

Ramps^

1 K 4:14 PM HX (south) 4:51 PM

2 K 4:18 LU (all of north) 4:55

3 C 4:25 H (all of south) 5:02

4 K 4:33 LU (all of north) 5:05

5 K 4:46 G (south) 5:19

6 C 4:45 H (all of south) 5:19

7 C 4:49 LU (all of north) 5:20

8 K 5:01 S (south) 5:45

9 C 5:03 HX (south) 5:47

10 I 5:06 G (south) 5:46

11 K 5:08 U (north) 5:51

12 K 5:1] L (north) 5:52

13 K 5:15 LU (all of north) 5:55

14 K 5:19 S (south) 5:57

15 C 5:20 U (north) 6:00

16 K 5:24 HX (south) 6:01

17 P 5:26 G (south) 6:03

18 K 5:27 L (north) 6:07

19 C 5:28 H (all of south) 6:04

20 I 5:29 U (north) 6:05

21 K 5:32 S (south) 6:12

22 K 5:40 L (north) 6:19

23 K 5:45 G (south) 6:22

24 C 5:45 L (north) 6:25

25 K 5:48 UL (all of north) Route 7 Line Haul

26 K 5:52 S (south) 6:32

27 C 6:02 H (all of south) 6:40

28 K 6:02 LU (all of north) 6:40

29 C 6:19 LU (all of north) 6:51

30 K 6:19 H (all of south) 6:51

31 C 6:36 H (all of south) 7:05

32 K 6:36 LU (all of north) 7:05

2
^
Collection Routes in Washington, D.C. Distribution Routes in Reston

Lake Anne area (north)

K: K Street Corridor Basic routes: L, U

Combined route: LU (all of Lake Anne)

C: Constitution Avenue Corridor Hunters Woods area (south)

Basic routes: S, G

I: Independence Avenue Corridor Subroute: HX (no golf course loop)

Full route: H (all of Hunter Woods)

P: Pentagon, Crystal City,

National Airport
Evening distribution routes are the reverse

of the morning collection routes.

Evening Collection routes are the reverse „

of the morning distribution routes. Some unofficial transfers also take place at

Reference Figures 16, and 17- the Dulles ramps.
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runs collect passengers on Route K, which is the most heavily

patronized route. Ten bus runs collect passengers on Route C.

There are only two buses on the I route and one bus on the P

route. (RGB at present does not collect passengers on the M

route—Georgetown--in the evening due to an insufficient number

of riders.) Each RGB bus collecting passengers on these routes

is designated by the distribution route it will follow within

Reston

.

Following passenger collection, each RGB bus proceeds to

Rosslyn, Virginia where transfer operations occur. In contrast

to the morning transfer operations (scheduled simultaneous ar-

rival of groups of buses at the Dulles ramps) , the evening

transfer operation is staggered, with each bus stopping in

Rosslyn at a different time to permit RGB passengers to board

or disembark to wait for another RGB bus. The staggered trans-

fer activity of the evening service extends from 4:14 PM to

6:36 PM. The average headway for all the RGB evening buses

passing through Rosslyn is approximately four minutes. The

schedule is generally designed so that RGB buses passing through

Rosslyn alternate in terms of distributing passengers in either

Lake Anne or Hunters Woods.

Similar to the morning transfer operation, the evening

transfer activity permits passengers to board any RGB bus in

the Washington area and rely on the Rosslyn stop to transfer

to the bus providing the best destination coverage in Reston.

There is, however, a waiting time associated with this transfer

which varies with the bus preference of the passenger. However,

given the frequent headways and the general policy of alternat-

ing Lake Anne buses (Routes L and U) and Hunters Woods buses

(Routes S and G) , a passenger would usually not wait beyond

10 minutes for the desired transfer. A survey conducted of

RGB evening passengers in June 1976 revealed that 8% of RGB

passengers transfer to another RGB bus in Rosslyn.
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Following the line haul portion of the trip to Reston, a

secondary unofficial transfer activity occurs at the Dulles bus

ramps. ^ The 1976 survey revealed that 8.2% of RGB passengers

disembarked from the bus at the Dulles ramps; of this group, 16%

transferred to another RGB bus. The remaining 84% of this group

either had parked their cars near the bus ramps or were picked

up

.

4.3 TRAVEL TIME AND RELIABILITY

The average travel time for RGB buses traveling from Reston

to Washington, D.G. is approximately one hour. Prior to the

opening of the exclusive Dulles bus ramps in July 1973, the

average travel time for RGB buses for the same trip was one hour

and 20 minutes. The RGB privileged access to and egress from

the Dulles Highway resulted in a travel time savings of approxi-

mately 20 minutes, thereby making RGB travel time comparable to

automobile travel time. Before the exclusive bus ramps, RGB

buses traveled in the congested conditions on Routes 7 south-

easterly towards Route 123 and the 1-495 Beltway. After the

Dulles access, RGB implemented the central transfer operation

at the ramps through the use of groups of buses converging

simultaneously at this point. The initial portion of the line

haul trip was changed to the Dulles Highway. Due to the absence

of easterly bound (towards Washington) access ramps, traffic

is light and RGB buses travel the Dulles Highway under express

conditions to the 1-495 Beltway.

There are no records available on the reliability of RGB

service in terms of either number of breakdowns or schedule ad-

herence. However, there appear to be two major periods of un-

reliable service in the history of RGB. The first occurrence

RGB encourages all passengers to make the required transfer in
Rosslyn

.
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was in 1972 when WV&M, anticipating a public takeover of transit,

failed to perform the necessary maintenance on its vehicle

fleet. This negligence resulted in periodic bus breakdowns and

occasional times when some buses were not available for service.

The second reliability problem occurred during the WfiATA era

(1973-1974) when, various operational problems were encountered

resulting in later arriving buses or missed transfers. WMATA

buses would arrive in the morning from the Authority's garage

which was 15 miles away in Arlington County. The extent of

this trip alone tended to work against strict schedule adherence

for departures from Reston. In addition, union work rules re-

quiring rotation of personnel tended to produce drivers who were

unfamiliar with Reston and RGB service operations. This un-

familiarity extended to the internal collection routes, the

transfer operations, and the operation of the gate mechanism at

the bus ramps. This rotating driver force generally tended to

detract from the smooth operation of the RGB service.

According to RGB, the reliability of service has generally

improved under Colonial. Certain elements associated with the

Colonial operation have contributed to this increased reliability.

The employment of part-time non-union drivers (many of whom live

in Reston) who are paid on a per-run basis and who work regular

jobs in the Washington area, tends to contribute to stricter

schedule adherence. These drivers have a personal and financial

interest in providing on-time service. In addition, the vehicles

used by Colonial are stored overnight at Dulles Airport (five

miles to the west of Reston) and most buses are stored during

the day at a parking lot near the Pentagon. The proximity of

these storage locations to the point where service begins and

ends helps ensure that the necessary vehicles will be available

in accordance with the schedule.

The maintenance arrangement involves a part-time mechanic

who is available in Reston to perform minor repairs on the 14-

year-old General Motors coach vehicles used by Colonial. Any
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major repair work is done at Colonial's home base in Fredericks-

burg, Virginia. This arrangement helps to ensure that a vehicle

will not be out of service for a minor repair that would other-

wise be done at the Fredericksburg garage.

4 . 4 FARES

The RGB one-way fare from 1968 through 1977 is presented

in Table 8.

TABLE 8. RGB ONE-WAY FARE 1968-1977

Year One-Way Fare^ Carrier

1968 $0.80 WV&M

1969 1.00 WV&M

1970 1.00 WV&M

1971 1.20 WV&M

1972 1.20 WV&M

1973 1.20 WMATA

1974^ 1.40 WMATA

1975^ 1.50 WMATA

1976 1.50 Colonial

1977 1.50 Colonial

The RGB fare level is set by the Board of Directors to

recover the cost of purchased transportation. The cost of the

purchased transportation is negotiated between the private

carrier and RGB and formalized in a contract between these two

Some fare changes occurred during a given year; the fare levels
given are the most representative for the year in question.

2
Fairfax County provided $85,000 in subsidy to RGB in 1974 and
1975; this amounted to a $0.20 subsidy on the one-way fare.
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parties. It is RGB's obligation to pay this contracted cost

regardless of ridership. It is RGB's responsibility to set and

collect fares to cover these costs.

The present one-way fare of $1.50 is based on the purchase

of a ten-ride ticket card for $15.00. There is no time limit

associated with this card. If a passenger elects to pay per

run, the one-way cash fare is $1.75. The ticket cards are

purchased from the busmeister on each bus, who also accepts

cash fares and makes change. Senior citizens pay a one-way

cash fare of $0.25.

4.5 SERVIGE AMENITIES

The RGB system has as one of its goals the provision of a

seat for every passenger. However, passengers are not guaran-

teed a seat on an RGB bus as they are in an advance subscrip-

tion bus service. Instead, RGB aims for an average system-wide

load factor of .8 to accomplish this goal. RGB attempts to

provide the appropriate number of buses and the proper sched-

uling to be responsive to passenger demand. This system-wide

load factor of .8 is an attempt to minimize crowding and pro-

vide interior comfort on each bus. Since passengers have a

choice of buses in the RGB system, this flexibility can lead to

daily variations involving standees on some runs and unprofit-

able conditions on others.^ In general, however, the respon-

sive RGB scheduling tends to redress any short-term imbalances

and provide almost every passenger with a seat.

This general seating policy contributes to the passengers' pref-
erence in the evening for the unofficial transfer at the Dulles
ramps rather than the official transfer at Rosslyn. At Rosslyn,
a passenger risks transfering to a bus with all seats occupied.
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The coach vehicles used by RGB, although 14 years old,

still provide reclining seats, adequate legroom and temperature

control for the passengers. The interior environment on the

line haul run is generally conducive to relaxing, reading, or

working out of a briefcase. The coach vehicles provide a

fairly smooth ride on the line haul travel.

Alcoholic beverages are not sold or consumed on RGB buses

due to prohibitions in Virginia and Washington, D.G. ordinances.^

The smoking policy on RGB buses was initially set through passen-

ger responses to survey questions; this resulted in smoking

guidelines which permitted smoking only in the rear of the bus.

More recently RGB has requested that all passengers refrain from

smoking

.

The busmeister might also be considered a service amenity

in terms of his services beyond the base fare-collection duties.

Busmeister s are friendly, courteous, and helpful to RGB passen-

gers in need of help or information. Busmeisters usually volun-

teer their services for such things as assisting passengers with

extra suitcases or explaining RGB operations to a new rider.

In general, busmeisters contribute to the sociable environment

on RGB buses.

^In the early days of the RGB service, alcoholic beverages were
permitted on the buses and were a major selling point for the
system.
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5. DEKiAND FOR RGB SERVICE

5.1 RIDERSHIP

The monthly RGB ridership from March 1968 to February 1976

is presented in Table 9. The monthly ridership figure has in-

creased from approximately 1,000 in March 1968 to more than

43,000 in February of 1976. The growth in annual ridership,

per RGB's fiscal year (March 1 through February 28) is pre-

sented in Figure 18. The major reason for the system's rapid

growth was tied to Reston's population increase during the same

time period. The community grew from a population of approxi-

mately 3,000 in March 1968 to approximately 28,000 in 1976.

Figure 19 depicts the relationship between population growth

and the ridership increases. The ridership on the RGB system

grew at a slightly faster rate than the population of the com-

munity. The employment dependency of Restonians on the federal

government and associated employment centers was another major

factor in the nature and growth of RGB ridership.

Another aspect of the demand for RGB service involved the

relationship between ridership levels and fare changes. In

response to the increasing costs of purchased transportation

from WMATA, the RGB organization increased the one-way fare

level on two occasions in 1974. The first fare increase from

$1.20 to $1.40 occurred in March 1974 following an increase in

the cost per bus run from $40.00 to $57.08. The second one-

way fare increase from $1.40 to $1.50 occurred in December

1974 following an increase in the cost per bus run from $57.08

to $66.91.

Figure 20 presents a graph of RGB monthly ridership per

workday versus the RGB one-way fare level. Following the WMATA

takeover in January 1973, the ridership increased fairly

steadily up to the point of the first fare increase in April
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TABLE 9. MONTHLY RGB RIDERSHIP, MARCH 1968 - FEBRUARY 1976

Month

Passengers

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

March 1,008 ,5,236 11 ,551 17,727 27 ,200 36,355 44,562 41,716

April 1,169 5,418 11,430 16 ,908 23 , 529 34,638 44,467 43 , 146

May 2 ,014 6 , 001 11,062 15,788 25 , 853 36,442 35,812 41,494

June 2, 057 6 ,623 12,720 17 ,995 25,317 35 , 948 39,414 41,999

July 2,590 7 ,405 13,165 18,727 24,401 36,478 41,335 43,967

August 3 , 052 7,461 13 , 124 20 , 053 28 ,282 38,820 41 , 188 40,941

September 3,689 8 ,661 14 ,612 21,100 27 , 854 35 , 922 40,664 46,253

Odtober 4 , 668 10,365 15 ,460 19 ,838 29,580 40,621 42,608 47,784

November 3,716 7,846 13,589 22,380 33,392 40 , 059 40,169 41,355

December 3 ,933 9,187 14,415 21,270 27,342 36 , 034 38,170 43 , 073

January 5, 172 10,816 15 ,368 24,300 34,116 47,082 ' 46,581 49,784

February 4,876 9 ,429 14,344 24,286 31 , 044 41,766 39,317 43,319

Yearly 37 , 944 94,448 160,840 240,372 337 , 910 460 , 165 494,287 524 , 831

^Fiscal year ending February 28 of year given.
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1974. Following the fare increase, the ridership level tempo-

rarily decreased. The second fare increase occurred in Decem-

ber 1974, a month which shows a ridership decrease in every

year from 1972 to 1976. This graph presents a descriptive re-

lationship of how the ridership level and the fare level varied

over time. Due to the continual change in the supply and demand

elements in the RGB system, there are no direct conclusions

that can be drawn from the interaction of these two variables.

It should be noted that the seasonal decrease in ridership each

year in the month of December may be associated with the ten-

dency of government employees to take year-end vacations.

5.2 THE IMPACT OF THE STRAGGLER BUS ON SYSTEM DEMAND

The addition of the straggler bus to RGB operations in

January 1970 produced an interesting response in system rider-

ship. The straggler bus was scheduled to leave Union Station

at 7:00 PM, collect passengers across the District, and depart

from Rosslyn at 7:26 PM. This was the "insurance" bus run

after the regular RGB evening service.

The apparent financial risk associated with supplying this

straggler bus run was the need to carry 35 paying passengers to

break even in terms of costs. The actual ridership varies be-

tween 15 and 20 passengers each evening; moreover, the passen-

gers are usually a different group each night. On its face

value, the straggler bus appears to be a losing operation un-

able to produce a breakeven load factor.

The real demand response, however, is experienced over

the entire RGB system. Following the introduction of the

straggler bus, more than 80 new riders began to patronize the

RGB service. The "insurance" nature of the straggler bus in-

duced ridership on the morning service since passengers had

some assurance that they would not be stranded in Washington.
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Government workers attending late afternoon meetings were par-

ticularly sensitive to this fear of being stranded. Many of

the passengers whose demand is generated by the straggler bus,

in fact seldom use this bus run. The straggler is thus respon-

sible for a demand response far greater than it could ever

accommodate

.

5.3 MARKET PENETRATION

Table 10 presents information on the market penetration of

RGB on the employed people who reside in Reston and work in

Washington

.

TABLE 10. RGB MARKET PENETRATION 1968-1976

Date
Reston
Pop

.

Labor
Force

Workers
Going to

Washington
RGB

Riders

% of
Potential
Market

Mar 1968 3, 000 1,200 600 24 4 .

0

Dec 1968 5, 000 2,000 1,000 100 10.0

June 1969 6,000 2,400 1,200 157 13 .

1

Apr 1970 8,000 3,200 1,600 260 16.2

Oct 1970 10,500 4,200 2 , 100 350 16 .

6

Oct 1971 15, 000 6 ,200 3 ,000 515 17 .

1

June 1973 23,000 9,200 4,500 850 18 .

9

Oct 1974 24,500 9,800^ 4 ,800^ 1,015 21.1

Oct 1975 25,500 10,200^ 5,100^ 1,138 22.3

Oct 1976 28, 000 11,200^ 5,300^ 1,190 22.5

j

Mar 1977 28,400 11,360^ 5,680^ 1,276 22 .

5

1estimate

.
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The market penetration on this group has increased from approx-

imately 4% in March 1968 to almost 23% in March 1977. The

number of people using the RGB service has increased from

approximately 24 at the system's inception to a figure of

almost 1,300. The percentage of market penetration is graph-

ically depicted in Figure 21.

If one restricts the market penetration analysis to only

those employment centers served by RGB, the penetration rate is

even higher. This was revealed in a September 1970 survey of

50% of all the households in Reston. The survey results showed

that 13.4% of the Reston commuters used the bus. After elim-

inating the employment centers not served by RGB, the results

showed that approximately 33% of the commuters were RGB riders.

5 . 4 USERS

Eighty percent of RGB riders are between the ages of 18

and 44. The breakdown by sex of the ridership is 90% male and

10% female. The average income of riders is relatively high,

with 86% earning more than $15,000 per year in 1973, and 78%

earning more than $20,000 per year in 1976. A survey in 1973

revealed that 66.6% of riders were employed by the government,

including federal, state, county and municipal branches. Of

all bus trips made by RGB riders, 99.9% were work trips.

In 1973 the average number of licensed drivers residing in

the houshold of each rider was 2.06; more than 32% of all RGB

riders had two or more cars in their household. The question

of whether a car was available to make work trips produced the

following responses in the 1973 and 1976 surveys:

1973 1976

Yes 57 .7% 50%

Yes with difficulty 24.6% 29.4%

No 17 . 7% 20.6%
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The decrease in the percentage of respondees with a car avail-

able to make the trip may be associated with a reduction in

household automobile ownership (to be discussed later in this

report)

.

RGB riders are also frequent users of the service, with

approximately 80% riding every day; also 15% use the service

three to four times a week. In addition, 42% of the riders

access the service via walking; 6% of the riders park and ride,

while 2% are dropped off at their residences.

In terms of RGB service attributes, 60% of the riders

found the service amenities (chance to relax, work, read, etc.)

the most appealing aspect; 17% of the riders mentioned "freeing

up" a car at home, while 11% indicated commuting time and 8%

commuting cost.

Of RGB riders, 52% previously drove alone to make the

commuter trips; 44% were members of car pools or van pools. It

appears that RGB service penetrated a good portion of the car

pool market in Reston as well as eliminating many of the single-

passenger automobile work trips to Washington.

5.5 IMPAGT OF RGB SERVIGE ON AUTO OWNERSHIP AND RESIDENTIAL
LOGATION DEGISION

Two of the most important impacts of RGB service have

dealt with a reduction in household automobile ownership and an

influence on the decision to reside in Reston. The 1971 RGB

ridership survey contained three questions relative to house-

hold automobile ownership:
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1) Regarding the number of automobiles in your

household, has the Reston bus service . . .

Number Percent

Reduced the number 110 21.0

Not reduced the number 413 79.0

TOTAL 523 100.0

Regarding the number of automobiles in your

household, will the Reston bus service in the

future . . .

Number Percent

Probably reduce the number 43 8.4

Probably reduce the need
to increase the number 223 43.4

Have no effect on the number 248 48.2

TOTAL 514 100.0

If the Reston bus service were not available

would your household have . . •

Number Percent

The same number of auto-
biles 262 50.6

More automobiles 256 49.4

TOTAL 518 100.0

These survey results clearly indicate that RGB service

has had a significant impact on household automobile owner-

ship in terms of actual reductions (21%) , probable future

reductions (8.4%), and the elimination of the need to increase

the number of household automobiles in the future (43.4%)

.

Households in Reston which actually did eliminate a second

car would have the opportunity to channel this savings into

other household investments or expenditures.
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The influence of RGB service on the residential location

decision was also revealed in the 1973 ridership survey:

1) How did you learn about the Reston bus service?

Number Percent

Observing the buses 26 5.5

Word of mouth 295 62.5

Newspaper ads 21 4.5

Real estate sales people 129 27.4

TOTAL 471 100.0

If the Reston bus service were not available,

would you have made the same decision to reside

in Reston?

Number Percent

Yes 181 35.0

No 226 43.6

Don ' t know 111 21.4

TOTAL 518 100.0

If the Reston bus service was not the deciding

factor in your decision tc1 reside in Reston, how

important was it?

Number Percent

Very important 204 48.4

Somewhat important 151 35.8

Of little importance 67 15.8

TOTAL 422 100.0

The fact that 27.4% of the respondees learned about RGB

service from a realtor attests to the fact that RGB is used as

a major selling point on living in Reston. Most importantly,

more than 43% of the respondees indicated that they would not

have made the same decision to reside in Reston if RGB service
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were not available. Additionally, more than 48% of those

respondees for whom RGB was not the critical reason for resid-

ing in Reston indicated that the bus service was a very impor-

ted factor in their decision. The developer of the community,

Gulf Reston, Inc., was sensitive to the results of this survey

and later provided the funds for the construction of the Dulles

bus ramps.

5.6 IMPACT OF THE DULLES ACCESS RAMP ON DERAND

The geographic orientation of passenger demand within

Reston experienced several shifts during the evolution of the

RGB service. When service was initiated in 1968, almost all

the riders lived in the northerly Lake Anne area. The Hunters

Woods area in the south was largely undeveloped at that time.

The proximity of Lake Anne to the Route 7 line haul route made

it logical for Gulf Reston, Inc. to develop this area.

As the community grew in population, the Hunters Woods

area became increasingly settled. By 1972 the population grew

to 23,000 and was evenly divided between Lake Anne and Hunters

Woods. The ridership breakdown, however, did not correspond to

the residential balance, since twice as many RGB riders lived

in Lake Anne as in Hunters Woods. The long bus collection

routes in the morning traversed all of Reston, starting in

Hunters Woods in the south and ending near Route 7 on Reston 's

northern border. This required Hunters Woods riders to sit

through a 30-minute passenger-collection procedure. In the

evening, the Hunters Woods residents would also endure the

entire distribution route through Reston from Route 7.

With the opening of the centrally located Dulles bus ramps

in 1973, the ridership balance between these two areas shifted

to a one-to-one ratio, primarily due to the line haul route's

being equally accessible to the residents of both sections of

Reston.
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By 1976, increased residential growth resulted in 61% of

the dwelling units' in Reston being located in Hunters Woods.

This was reflected in the 1976 RGB ridership survey which

showed that 60% of RGB riders lived in the Hunters Woods area.
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6. RCB SERVICE PRODUCTIVITY AND EFFICIENCY

6.1 COSTS AND REVENUES

The costs and revenues associated with RCB service are in

the context of a contract agreement between the RCB organiza-

tion and a public or private carrier. RCB purchases transpor-

tation services, including use of vehicles and drivers, for a

specified cost per bus run. RCB incurs this contract cost per

bus run regardless of ridership. It is RCB ' s responsibility to

set the fare level and collect fares from the passengers. Table

11 presents the cost elements associated with the RCB service

evolution since 1968. Table 12 presents the actual breakdown

of costs and revenues for RCB service for each fiscal year of

its history.

RCB's basic cost is the contract cost per bus run. Addi-

tional operational costs for RCB involve the printing of sched-

ules and ticket books which are fully paid for by the organiza-

tion. Added to these operational costs are general and admin-

istrative (G&A) expenses incurred by RCB in order to provide

system support. These G&A costs include salaries for the two

paid RCB staff, office rental fee, office supplies, and legal

and accounting fees. G&A costs have been approximately 4% of

the total cost of RCB operations for most of the fiscal years

of operation.

The RCB revenues are largely derived from fare payments by

passengers. RCB sells a ten-ride ticket book (currently priced

at $15.00) which is used by most passengers. The cash fare

payment is currently $1.75. RCB also derives a relatively

small amount of revenue from advertising and interest on depos-

its. Figure 22 presents a graphic portrayal of the cost and

revenue information contained in Table 12. Figure 23 isolates

the surplus and deficit associated with each year of RCB service.
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TABLE 11 COST ELEMENTS OF RGB SERVICE 1968-1977

Year Carrier
Cost per

Bus Run { $
)

^

Overhead
Cost (.04)

RCB Total
Cost per
Bus Run

Bus Seat
Capacity

RCB Contract
Cost per

Seat

RCB
1-Way
Fare2

Approximate
Number of Daily

Bus Runs2

1968 WV&M 27 . 00 1 . 08 28 . 08 51 . 53 .80 2 - 6

1969 WV&M 30.00 1.20 31.20 51 . 59 1.00 10

1970 WV&M 30.00 1 . 20 31.20 51 . 59 1 . 00 18

1971 WV&M 38 . 50 1.54 40 . 04 51 .75 1.20 28 - 34

1972 WV&M 40.00 1 . 60 41.60 51 .78 1.20 36 - 51

1973 WMATA 40.00 1.60 41.60 51 .78 1.20 52

1974 WMATA 57 . 08 2.38 59.36 51 1.12 1.40 52

1975 WMATA 66 . 91 2 . 67 69.58 51 1 . 31 1 . 50^ 55(W) - 61(C)

1976 Colonial 41.41 1.65 43.06 41 1.01 1 . 50 70

1977 Colonial 45.00 1.80 46.80 41 1.09 1.50 72 (March)

Some price changes occurred during the year shown; cost figures are the most representative
for the year given.

Based on a 10-ride ticket card for $15.00, one-way cash fare is $1.75.

^Number of bus runs was usually growing during a given year; number of runs are usually split
evenly between morning and evening service.
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The reasons underlying the graphical and tabular varia-

tions deal with the cost factors associated with each RGB

contract carrier. The WV&M era extended from the system's

inception in 1968 to the end of 1972. The contract cost per

bus increased moderately over the four and one-half years of

WV&M service from $27.00 to $40.00. The RGB one-way fare kept

pace, increasing from $0.80 in 1968 to $1.20 at the end of

1972. RGB generally operated with a small surplus during these

years (reference Figure 23)

.

The WMATA takeover in January 1973 resulted in a new pric-

ing policy for RGB service. This policy centered on the WMATA

Board's decision that RGB would be charged the full cost of RGB

service without a profit factor and without any type of subsidy

or credit. This decision tied RGB into the costs of a public

transit authority's operations. The contract cost per bus run

included the full daily wages of the drivers (full union wages

including benefits) , costs associated with the vehicle opera-

tion, and a proportional (per mile) cost of the entire system's

overhead and maintenance costs. The operational inefficiencies

dealt with the use of slow transit buses on express bus runs

and extensive deadheading in the WMATA operation (WMATA 's

garage was approximately 15 miles from Reston)

.

During 1973, RGB (under WMATA) continued with the WV&M

cost arrangement ($40 per bus run) . This cost arrangement

combined with a supply constraint plus increasing ridership

resulted in a surplus revenue of more than $27,000 for the

year

.

The full impact of the WMATA pricing policy, however, was

felt in 1974 with two increases in the cost per bus run. In

March the price per run increased from $40.00 to $57.08; in

December the price increased from $57.08 per run to $66.91 per

run. The first price increase produced a deficit of more than

$46,000 for fiscal 1975; the second price increase produced a
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deficit of $71,000 for the RGB fiscal year ending February 28,

1976. These deficits were partially offset by a public subsidy

(Fairfax County) in each year. In addition, RGB increased

fares after each cost increase, to $1.40 and $1.50 respectively.

The third RGB carrier. Colonial Transit Company, was

characterized by a different set of cost factors. These in-

cluded part-time non-union drivers paid on a per-run basis, the

use of more efficient coach vehicles on the express line haul

trip, and minimal deadheading from overnight vehicle storage at

Dulles Airport and daytime storage in Washington area parking

lots. Most importantly, the costs incurred were based only on

operations during the morning and evening peak periods. These

efficiencies were reflected in the cost per bus run of $41.41,

or a cost per seat of $1.01. This cost also took into account

the activities performed by RGB such as: fare collection,

scheduling, and printing of ticket books. This cost enabled

the RGB organization to eliminate the public subsidy while

retaining the fare level at $1.50. Since Golonial service was

phased-in from October 1975 to April 1976, the full annual

financial report on this service is not yet available.

6.2 GRITIGAL ELEMENTS IN RGB DEVELOPMENT

In evaluating the performance of RGB service from 1968

through 1977, the key issue has been whether the service could

survive. The conventional productivity measures of passengers

per vehicle-hour or per vehicle-mile are not the critical

measures, since the vehicle-hours and vehicle-miles were sub-

sumed in the negotiated contract cost per bus run. Addition-

ally, this service growth was atypical in the sense that

inducing ridership was never the great problem, because Reston's

growing population provided a continually growing demand market

of residents who worked in the Washington, D.G. area.
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The critical issue of survival centered on two major

relationship^: the relationship between RGB and the contract

carrier relative to system supply; the relationship between RGB

and the passenger relative to system demand. Table 13 presents

the critical elements for each of these relationships for the

period 1968 to 1'977 .

On the supply side, RGB has contracted with three differ-

ent carriers to provide buses for service operations. In

contracting for a supply of buses, RGB was acting as a commu-

nity transportation agent with both public (WMATA) and private

(WV&M and Golonial) carriers. The costs were determined in

each case on a per-run basis. This arrangement provided a

guaranteed revenue to the carrier regardless of ridership. For

RGB the critical cost was the contract cost per seat; WV&M and

WMATA employed 51-seat buses, while Golonial used a 41-seat

coach vehicle. RGB's total cost per bus consisted of the

contract cost per bus run plus a 4% overhead expense.

On the demand side, RGB was dealing with passengers who

lived in Reston and worked in the Washington, D.G. area. RGB

provided these passengers with an express peak-period commuter

bus service between Reston and Washington area employment

centers. In return for this service, RGB set a fare level and

collected fares from the passengers. In so doing, RGB was

assuming the financial risk of the operation. The implication

was that, given a certain fare level, in order to pay the ex-

penses, a certain number of passengers were required on a bus

run. A breakeven load factor or better had to be maintained

to ensure the financial soundness of the system.

Beyond breaking even in a financial sense, the RGB or-

ganization also had to be sensitive to the riding passenger in

terms of providing an interior level of comfort, and responsive

to the potential passenger in terms of providing a growing

service supply. Both of these concerns are related to the
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"growth seats" on the bus, which equal the difference between

the seated capacity of the bus and the breakeven load factor

expressed as a number of seats. When unoccupied, these seats

contributed to the interior comfort on the bus; when occupied,

these seats produced surplus revenue on the bus at the cost of

increasing degrees of crowding.

The RGB management requirement was to provide uncrowded

conditions to the passengers (60% of RGB riders in the 1976

survey indicated that the most appealing aspect of RGB service

was the chance to relax, work, read, etc.) while maintaining a

solvent system operation. The management decision was to aim

for a system-wide load factor of .8, which would provide a

reasonable degree of comfort on the bus, provide a breakeven

revenue, and hopefully generate some surplus revenue. This

surplus revenue would enable RGB to be more responsive to

increasing passenger demand by helping to finance additional

bus runs when required. Surplus revenue in the RGB treasury

would also provide the system with some stability in terms of

enduring short-term crises such as cost increases or demand

fluctuations

.

The guideline for accommodating passenger demand at a .

8

load factor also had an important meaning for RGB supply nego-

tiations. It meant that the contract cost per bus run should

not require a breakeven load factor exceeding .8 given a cer-

tain fare level. The critical survival elements in the RGB

development contained in Table 13 are extracted and presented

in Figure 24 in graphical form. This figure presents the

varying values of the contract cost per seat, the fare level,

the breakeven load factor, and the actual load factor from 1968

to 1977.

The WV&M years (1968 to 1972) witnessed moderate increases

in the contract cost per seat and in fare levels; the breakeven

load factor and the actual load factor were in the range of .6
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to .7 for most of this period. One year after the WMATA take-

over, the critical period in the development of RGB service was

reached. The contract cost per seat increased to $1.12 in

March 1974 and to $1.31 in December 1974. RGB increased the

one-way fare after each cost increase to $1.40 and $1.50 re-

spectively; the^latter fare increase would have reached $1.70

without a county subsidy. Even with these fare increases and

public subsidy, the breakeven load factor increased to .82 and

.90. These developments threatened the viability of the RGB

service. First, the RGB system was forced to rely on a public

subsidy. Second, the one-way fares had been increased to a

level where any further increases would probably divert people

back to their automobiles. Third, the breakeven load factor

and the actual load factor were approaching 1.0, thus destroying

the interior comfort on the bus for passengers who valued this

service amenity highly. This crowding eliminated almost all of

the growth seats and precluded any significant service expan-

sion. In fact, as previously discussed, RGB was forced to

eliminate a few bus runs.

The transition to Golonial service, which was phased-in

from October 1975 to April 1976, reversed the upward trend and

reduced the cost per seat to $1.01. The $0.20 subsidy on the

fare was eliminated, with the actual fare level remaining at

$1.50. The breakeven load factor dropped to .71, a figure

comparable to the WV&M years. This enabled RGB to remove the

occupancy burden on some of the growth seats in favor of more

interior comfort. The actual load factor of .8 was now produc-

ing surplus revenue for RGB.

In accordance with the Golonial contract, the first price

increase occurred in October 1976 resulting in a cost per seat

of $1.09. With the same fare level ($1.50), this produced a

moderate increase in the breakeven load factor to .76. Nine

growth seats remained on the bus for interior room and/or
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surplus revenue generation. Since the actual load factor

remained at approximately .8, the system was still generating

some surplus revenue. The service arrangement remained viable

with a growth capability maintained. The RGB system must main-

tain its growth capability in view of a projected Reston popu-

lation of 75,000.
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

7.1 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

This report has described the development of the RGB ser-

vice from its inception in 1968 when it consisted of a single

charter bus run, to 1976 when it was operating approximately

70 daily bus runs. The RGB service has been successful in terms

of providing a viable alternative to the automobile for the

Reston/Washington , D.G. commuter trip, and in remaining viable

in terms of financial solvency. RGB has played an important

role in reducing automobile ownership in Reston and in influ-

encing the decision of residential location. As such, the RGB

service has become both a part of a passenger's daily life-

style and a major marketing influence on residential sales in

Reston. This latter impact has future implications in view of

Reston 's planned population of 75,000.

There are several factors pertaining to RGB development

which are of particular significance. These include:

1) The RGB organization has been based on grass

roots involvement.

2) The service philosophy has been based on

accommodating growth.

3) In the context of a growing operation RGB

has employed significant service innovations.

4) RGB has contracted with providers for supply.

5) RGB had the perseverance, ability, and spe-

cial influence to overcome many institutional

and regulatory obstacles.
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7.1.1 Grass Roots Nature of RGB Organization

RGB was organized, developed, and refined as a community

transportation entity by volunteer citizens concerned about

commuter transportation to and from Reston. This grass roots

approach started with a group of concerned commuters (some with

special transportation expertise) who became members of a

transportation committee within a general community association.

This committee eventually became the nucleus of the RGB organi-

zation. The incorporation of RGB in 1971 resulted in an organ-

ized management structure encompassing policy decisions, plan-

ning, operations, and budgeting. Throughout this process of

organizational refinement, RGB remained participatory, giving

people the opportunity to have a voice in how the service would

operate. This participatory aspect contributed to the co-

hesiveness of the organization and the responsiveness of the

service.

The major grass roots figure in the RGB system is and has

been the busmeister. The busmeister lives in the community,

rides the bus to and from work, and performs the duties of a

bus captain for his neighbors on the bus. His on-line duties

with the passengers enabled him to serve as a link with the

system management and were conducive to the responsiveness of

the service.

7.1.2 Service Philosophy of Accommodating Growth

RGB service developed in the context of a community which

had a population of 3,000 in 1968 and 28,000 in 1976. RGB ser-

vice was able to respond to and accommodate the increasing

number of passengers resulting from this population growth.

The RGB service was structured to be sensitive to increasing

passenger demand by employing the growth-seat service philoso-

phy. The growth seats on the bus provide an indication of the

relationship between supply and demand factors in the system.
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As growth seats become occupied, the vehicle productivity per

bus run increases over the breakeven load factor, indicating

the potential need for additional vehicles. When this analysis

is performed on a system-wide basis, RGB is able to respond

with appropriate rescheduling and/or additional buses.

The crises in RGB development occurred when either the

supply of buses was not there or the cost of the buses per run

was prohibitive. In both these cases, system growth was in-

hibited. The transition to a more cost-efficient carrier

(Golonial) enabled RGB to pay the cost of service without a

subsidy, prevent crowding on the buses, and generate some

surplus revenue.

7.1.3 RGB Service Innovations and Achievements

Over a period of years RGB was expanded and refined to

provide geographical coverage and travel times competitive

with the private automobile.

RGB service successfully employed innovative system oper-

ations relative to passenger collection, transfers, line haul

travel, and passenger distribution. Passenger collection on

the varied Reston roadway network was facilitated through the

use of groups of buses, operating on individually assigned

routes, which are scheduled to converge simultaneously on the

Dulles bus ramps where transfer activity would occur. This

system allows passengers to board any bus within Reston and,

with minimum wait time, make the desired transfer to the bus

providing the best destination coverage in Washington.

Securing access to the Dulles Highway significantly re-

duced the travel time to the Washington area, thereby making

the average travel time of the RGB service competitive with that
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of the private automobile. RGB presently provides a travel

time (60 minutes) only slightly higher than that associated

with a comparable automobile trip (50 minutes).

Passenger distribution in the Washington area was facili-

tated by route-splitting as the number of buses and passengers

in the system increased. Route-splitting provided a more direct

destination coverage for the passengers on the RGB system.

The addition of the evening straggler bus was also sig-

nificant in the operations of the RGB service by providing

temporal coverage in the evening (non-peak) period. It provided

RGB passengers with the "psychological insurance" that they

would not be stranded in the Washington area.

7.1.4 Gontracts With Providers

During the course of its service development, RGB contracted

with three different suppliers, involving both public and pri-

vate carriers. These contractual relationships had the potential

of providing RGB with an efficient mechanism of tailoring the

supply in response to demand. The most productive contractual

relationship has been with the current provider, the Golonial

Transit Go. , which has contributed to the efficiency and fi-

nancial viability of the present operations. Gertain character-

istics of Golonial 's operations have been conducive to effi-

ciency such as the use of part-time non-union drivers, coach

vehicles for line haul, and minimal deadheading. These effi-

ciencies have been reflected in the reasonable contract cost

per bus run which sets the context for determining fares and

the breakeven rider ship.
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7.1.5 Ability of RGB to Overcome Institutional and Regulatory

Obstacles

In viewing the RGB evolution from 1968 through 1977, one

recurring element has been the ability of the organization to

overcome legal, regulatory, and institutional obstacles which

impeded service development and expansion. This ability

stemmed from the expertise, perseverance, and special influence

of the people in the RGB organization. Many of the people in

Reston were employed in key government positions in the federal

hierarchy, which contributed to their ability to overcome in-

stitutional barriers. Moreover, the patience and perseverance

associated with this community group was somewhat remarkable

given the nature of some of the obstacles encountered and the

time period involved in achieving some of the more important

results. For example, the initiation of service in 1968 re-

quired lengthy negotiations with WV&M, which resulted in a

contract for a single charter bus. The process of RGB incor-

poration in 1971 required extended negotiations with the State

of Virginia on RGB's intended purpose. The effort to secure

Dulles Highway privileges encompassed a time span of two and

one-half years. The RGB effort to expand service in 1973 was

constrained by supply factors associated with WMATA; service

expansion in 1974 was cost-constrained by the WMATA pricing

policy. The effort to change carriers in 1975 was opposed by

the public transit authority and required a major regulatory

review and decision by the WMATG . The RGB attempt to attain

tax exempt status has been ongoing for approximately five

years

.

7.2 IMPLIGATIONS REGARDING TRANSFERABILITY

The RGB commuter bus service is a good example of a com-

munity-based organization responding to the transportation needs

of the community residents. To some extent the success of RGB
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is attributable to certain characteristics of the Reston commu-

nity, its people, and the setting.

The Reston community is one of the first so-called "new

towns" to be developed in the United States. The development

pattern is cluster-oriented, relatively dense, and structured

with many common areas and facilities. All of the residences,

common areas and facilities are managed and controlled by the

residents who are organized into various community associations,

homeowners associations, and committees. This community struc-

ture has produced a high level of civic-mindedness and social

interaction among the residents. This undoubtedly contributed

to the organizational abilities of RGB members and to their

ability to communicate frequently and well with one another.

Moreover, the general concern for issues affecting the community

led to a concern for commuter transportation.

The Reston community has also been characterized by a

tremendous growth rate increasing from 3,000 people in 1968

to approximately 28,000 people in 1976. Few communities have

experienced such growth in such short a period of time. The

influx of people provided a steadily increasing passenger

market with a high percentage of the new residents employed

in the Washington area. Thus, the RGB bus service grew along

with this population increase.

The demographic characteristics of the people of Reston

also contributed to the success of RGB. The high percentage

of people employed in the managerial/professional occupations

indicate the quality of the personnel in the RGB organization.

Members were adept at management, politically knowledgeable,

and able to devote the necessary time to the development of

the RGB organization and service. This organizational and

management expertise was complemented by the pioneering public

spirit and the influential connections of many Restonians. The
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combination of expertise, community spirit, and special in-

fluence resulted in a very powerful force for change which may

be difficult to find elsewhere.

The Reston setting relative to Washington area employment

centers and the Dulles Highway is another important factor

when assessing the performance of the RGB system. The concen-

tration of federal employment centers in the Washington cen-

tral business district provided a relatively contained des-

tination area for most RGB passengers. The three main RGB

distribution routes were designed to provide coverage to this

concentrated area.

The opening of the Dulles Highway (which had limited

access) was significant in terms of enabling RGB (after a

somewhat lengthy effort) to utilize this highway for a por-

tion of the line haul travel on a preferential-access basis;

this resulted in a significant travel time reduction for the

trip to Washington and made it more competitive with the auto-

mobile. Moreover, since the highway bisected the community, it

provided an equally accessible transfer point for residents

of the north and south sections of Reston.

Notwithstanding the contribution of these site-specific

factors to the overall success of RGB, the RGB experience has

also provided some generalizable findings about service area

characteristics, organizational structure, operations, and

institutional developments which could be applied in develop-

ing similar services elsewhere. These findings include:

Appropriate Service Area - An RGB type service

would appear to be applicable in a service area

characterized by a bedroom type community with

a large number of residents employed in a major

employment center or several employment centers
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in close proximity. This would provide a poten-

tial demand market of commuters with the same

general origins and destinations. Other new com-

munities being developed which are characterized

by cluster development (facilitating collection

and distribution) and rapidly growing populations

would also appear to be amenable to an RGB type

service

.

Organizational Structure - The RGB experience

illustrates the value of the grass roots approach

in an organizational effort. A grass roots organ-

ization is able to rely on a broad base of support

as well as to draw upon the talents and abilities

of the volunteer members.

Planning for Solvency - A successful contract com-

muter bus service clearly requires an overall plan

for solvency. The entire RGB system was developed,

managed, and operated on the basis of paying for

itself. This was reflected in the volunteer manage-

ment, the busmeister service, tax exempt status for

the corporation, setting fare levels to recover

costs, and securing a competitive contract with a

private carrier. Other systems would appear to

benefit from employing such a comprehensive approach

to solvency as modified by their organizational and

operating context.

Gompetitive Level of Service - One of the major in-

gredients in RGB's success was the ability to provide

a level of service competitive with the automobile

in terms of cost, travel time, convenience, and ameni-

ties. In this manner the bus service became a viable

and desirable alternative to driving to work. Although
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RGB's success in this area was largely attribu-

table to the unique Dulles Highway access, the

implication is clearly toward the need for some

form of preferential bus treatment on the line

haul travel.

Overcoming Institutional Obstacles - The evolution

of the RGB service and organization has demonstra-

ted the time and experience required to overcome

institutional obstacles which impede the develop-

ment of service. The most important accomplish-

ments (opening the Dulles Highway to RGB buses,

and the shift to Golonial from WMATA) occurred at

the expense of considerable time and effort on

the part of this volunteer group. The particular

institutional constraints another group may face

will undoubtedly vary with the local context.

Nevertheless, a successful attempt to overcome

these may require a lengthy and concerted effort

by knowledgeable individuals.
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APPENDIX A, RGB AND THE DULLES ACCESS HIGHWAY

Reston is bisected by the Dulles Access Highway which con-

nects the Capital Beltway with Dulles International Airport, lo-

cated approximately five miles west of Reston. The Dulles High-

way was constructed in the early 1960s to provide high-speed

uncongested access to the airport. Funds for the highway were

provided through a general appropriation by Congress and not

through Federal-aid highway funds or Virginia state funds. The

Dulles Highway is owned, maintained, and policed by the Federal

Aviation Adminsitration (FAA) . To further the objective of

uncongested travel on this highway, direct access ramps have

been provided only in the westerly direction (towards Dulles

Airport) , and direct egress ramps have been provided only in

the easterly direction (towards Washington) . The highway will

eventually connect with a planned extension of Interstate 66

(1-66) inside the Capital Beltway which is 1-495 (see Figure

A-1) .

FIGURE A-1. THE DULLES HIGHWAY SETTING
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Local plans include the eventual construction of parallel

lanes in the Dulles Highway corridor which provide access ramps

in both directions between the airport and the Beltway. This

parallel road would probably be constructed by the Virginia

Department of Highways (VDH) ; however, the VDH has not yet

scheduled or programmed the project.

Opening the highway to automobile traffic toward Washington

(other than from the airport) has always been successfully re-

sisted by the FAA because this traffic could possibly congest

the highway and defeat its original purpose. RGB, however, de-

cided to work towards securing bus-only access in order to re-

duce the total travel time for its commuting trips. RGB, as a

volunteer community organization, faced a difficult task. How

could the FAA be convinced to grant access? Who would design

and manage the construction of the desired ramps? Who would

fund the required construction? Who would provide and pay for

an effective control system to permit access by buses only?

How could the necessary approval be obtained from the regional

planning agency, the National Gapital Planning Gommission

(NGPG) ? What political representation could be used to express

and support this community goal? RGB worked to obtain answers

to each question, securing commitments from appropriate agen-

cies, usually contingent upon the commitments of all other

agencies

.

The idea of opening the Dulles Highway to Reston buses

was conceived early in 1971; the real RGB effort was initiated

in late 1971, encouraged by Secretary of Transportation Volpe's

endorsement of higher-occupancy vehicles as a solution to urban

congestion. Gonstruction of the ramps began in February 1973,

and they were opened to the buses in July of that year. The

success of this effort was attributable to a lengthy step-by-

step approach by this volunteer organization. The following is

an account of the main elements in the RGB strategy.
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A.l FAA ACCESS PERMIT

RCB ' s initial approach to the FAA requesting access to the

highway met with little initial success. FAA felt that provid-

ing access for commuter buses would set a precedent and lead to

the eventual opening of the highway for all vehicles. FAA

noted that no funds were available for additional access ramps

and that, even if the ramps could be constructed, policing the

ramps to ensure no automobile use would be difficult if not

impossible. There were also questions of maintenance respon-

sibilities and liability for mishaps resulting from bus access

and use.

In 1971, Secretary of Transportation John Volpe was urging

the use of higher-occupancy vehicles to reduce urban congestion.

These efforts were being carried out by the Urban Mass Trans-

portation Administration (UMTA) and the Federal Highway Admin-

istration (FHWA) which made construction funds available for

preferential treatment projects. The efforts were coordinated

at that time by the Assistant Secretary for Environment and

Urban Systems (TEU) . RCB appealed directly to the Secretary

of Transportation for access to the Dulles Highway. The Secre-

tary established an inter-modal task force of DOT representa-

tives from FAA, FHWA, and UMTA to find a way to secure access

for RCB buses to the Dulles Highway. This task force guided

the efforts to provide the requirements for granting an FAA

permit. It provided a forum for those in authority to discuss

and evaluate the pros and cons of the RCB request. Despite

this high-level review it was evident that there were no exist-

ing DOT programs which could directly provide funding for con-

struction of any necessary bus ramps. Moreover, a proposed

construction plan was needed to provide a cost estimate.
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A. 2 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION

Initially the Virginia Department of Highways was approached

to construct and fund the required bus ramps but declined to do

both. VDH could have built the ramps using Federal-aid highway

funds from the FHWA; however, VDH had more pressing priorities

and could not shift the construction funds from other needed

projects. VDH, however, did agree to design the bus ramps,

and administrate and manage the construction. VDH was interes-

ted because the ramps might someday connect with the parallel

road to the Dulles Access Highway. The construction super-

vision of the VDH ensured that the ramps would be designed and

constructed to acceptable standards. This VDH commitment on

engineering design and supervision brought the idea of the bus

ramps a step closer to reality.

A. 3 CONSTRUCTION FUNDING

With Federal and State funds unavailable for construction,

other sources were explored. RGB viewed the developer of Reston

(Gulf Reston, Inc.) as the most logical source of funds. A

survey of riders showed that the availability of bus service

was a major factor in their decision to purchase homes in

Reston. RGB had become, in fact, an integral part of Gulf

Reston 's public relations.

When Gulf Reston was approached for financing the project,

it initially felt that the cost of constructing the ramps was

too high (estimated by VDH at $300,000) and suggested a less

expensive method be found to provide access. RGB then suggested

a bus turnaround approach so that buses could use the existing

airport- bound ramp (see Figure A-2)

.
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FIGURE A-2. BUS TURNAROUND PROPOSAL

However, the FAA concluded it could not permit this configura-

tion, for safety reasons. Therefore it appeared a ramp con-

figuration was the only viable alternative, and the ramps had

to be built to VDH standards.

When Gulf Reston was approached with these facts, it re-

versed its earlier decisions and agreed to fund the ramp con-

struction. Support of RGB appeared to make good business sense

and would facilitate the further development of Reston.

A. 4 CONTROL SYSTEM

The mechanism by which automobiles would be excluded from

the Washington-bound ramps needed to be resolved before FAA

permission could be granted. As far as FAA was concerned, re-

sponsibility for installing the needed mechanism had to rest
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with an agency without any vested interest in opening the high-

way for general automobile use. RGB surveyed available agencies

and programs and eventually convinced the Federal Highway

Administration to fund and construct, under contract, a gate

mechanism to allow only buses onto the ramps. FHWA could take

on this job as part of the research and development program.

The total cost of^the control mechanism was $15,000.

The mechanism consists of an electronically operated gate

that opens to permit a bus to pass (reference Figure A-3)

.

This lift gate is activated when an RGB bus is positioned over

electronic sensor loop detectors which distinguish between the

presence of buses and other vehicles, and when the RGB driver

simultaneously inserts a magnetically coded plastic card into a

metal box next to the gate. This gate closes when the bus

passes another loop detector just beyond the gate. The time

sequence permits only one bus at a time to pass through the

gate

.

Unauthorized cars and buses cannot activate the lift gate

due to the distance between the loop detectors and/or the need

for a coded card.

A. 5 APPROVAL OF THE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENGY

The National Gapital Planning Gommission (NGPG) is the

regional planning agency for the Washington metropolitan area,

with responsibility for ensuring that federal projects within

their district are consistent with the area-wide comprehensive

plan involving land use, housing, etc. , as well as transporta-

tion. This agency had a special concern about the Dulles

Highway relating to a previous experience with the Wolftrap

Genter for the Performing Arts (located off the Dulles Highway

approximately five miles east of Reston) . Without any consulta-

tion with the NGPG, special Washington-bound ramps had been con-

structed onto the Dulles Highway which are opened only immediately
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before and after performances. Hence the NCPC wanted its

approval role to be recognized as well as to give serious

consideration to the consequences of constructing the RGB

ramps

.

The NCPC addressed the issue of the Reston ramps on two

occasions. The first time, the Commission deferred approval

and suggested the RGB ramps not be constructed until a later

time. At the second NCPC meeting, the RGB case was presented

by the Assistant Secretary of Transportation for Environment

and Urban Systems. He stressed the proposal's consistency with

Federal policy on mass transportation, and the project was

approved by a close vote.

A. 6 COMMUNITY SUPPORT AND POLITICAL REPRESENTATION

Throughout the entire effort to secure access to the

Dulles Highway, RGB, as a grass roots organization, remained

close to and received the support of the Reston community.

This local base of support strengthened RGB's ability to deal

with the elected representatives of Reston on the local, state,

and federal levels. The fact that RGB's goal was shared by the

community as a whole helped to ensure the political responsive-

ness of these elected representatives.

Members of the Fairfax County Board of Supervisors, the

Virginia General Assembly, and the U.S. Congress all worked to

secure the RGB bus ramps. The Washington Metropolitan Area

Transit Authority (RGB's carrier from 1973 to 1975) and the

Northern Virginia Transportation Commission also supported the

RGB effort.
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APPENDIX B. DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATIONS OF RGB MINIBUS SERVICE

As an adjunct to the regular commuter bus service, RGB also

operates a minibus service using van type vehicles (15 passen-

ger) purchased by the Reston Homeowners Association (RHOA) . The

minibus service was developed to provide coverage to areas not

served by the main RGB routes (such as Bethesda, Maryland and

Manassas, Virginia) and to provide non peak-period service to

such areas as the Pentagon and Grystal Gity. The drivers of

the RGB minibuses are volunteers from the community. The cost

of operating this service is covered through passenger fare

payments. Similar to regular RGB service, the minibus service

was developed and refined through a combination of a strong

community base and a determination on the part of RGB to over-

come certain institutional obstacles.

B.l INITIAL ATTEMPTS TO DEVELOP MINIBUS SERVIGE

The minibus concept was first discussed in November 1969

by the Transportation Gommittee of the Reston Gommunity Asso-

ciation (RGA) in the context of developing an internal trans-

portation system in Reston which would hopefully minimize the

use of private automobiles and serve the needs of transit-de-

pendent individuals. (The idea later came to fruition with

the Gommunity Transportation Service (GTS)

,

operated by a Reston

social service foundation. The GTS service now provides inter-

nal Reston public transportation at $0.25 per ride, using Dodge

maxivans.) In July 1970, the Transportation Gommittee began to

study the uses of minibuses to initiate service to those areas

where it was not economically feasible to operate a regular

charter bus. A detailed report addressing WMATG regulations,

insurance, non-commuter uses, vehicles, financing, cost, and

revenue was prepared. It recommended that minibuses be used

for service to areas where the market is limited' or not well
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defined. It also suggested that the minibus operation could

develop potential markets for conventional RGB charters. Thus

the committee recommended that the RCA acquire a 12- to 15-

passenger van to be used for early morning service to the

Pentagon and Crystal City. A standing minibus subcommittee

of the Transportation Committee was recommended for minibus

operation management. The RCA Board rejected the proposal on

the basis that RCA should not own transportation vehicles.

The next effort relating to the minibus concept concerned
I

a request by the Transportation Committee to the Ford Motor

Company (Transportation Research and Planning Office) to pro-

vide a van for an intra-Reston dial-a-ride system. Reston's

responsibility in this arrangement would entail day-to-day

management of the service and covering the operational costs.

This effort failed due to the lack of a sponsor. Gulf Reston,

Inc. and the Reston Homeowners Association (RHOA) both de-

clined an offer to sponsor this program.

Almost a full year later, in October 1971, RGB (now incor-

porated) advanced a proposal that the RHOA acquire a 12- to

15-passenger vehicle and charter the vehicle to RGB. The

purpose of the vehicle would be to provide supplementary commu-

ter service to points not served by RGB runs. RGB pointed out

that its tax attorney had advised that RGB not purchase vans

themselves, as the corporation might take on a commercial image

possibly jeopardizing its pending request for IRS tax exemption.

RCB proposed to pay RHOA for all fixed and variable costs in-

volved in the commuter use of the vans. Furthermore, the pro-

posal suggested that the vans could be made available for

community use during evenings and weekends. Nevertheless, the

RHOA Board again declined the proposal.
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B.2 LEGISLATIVE CHANGES REQUIRED

A renewed RGB effort to establish minibus operations began

in early 1972. The first step in this new approach was to

effect a change in the Commonwealth of Virginia's Motor Vehicle

Code concerning minibus operations, to exempt RCB from the

statute that requires that all modifications, routes, fares,

and schedules be approved by the State Corporation Commission.

In January 1972, RCB arranged for a meeting with the

Northern Virginia legislative representatives, which resulted

in the filing of a bill authorizing organizations such as RCB

to operate minibuses. The bill was held over to the following

session due to the lack of assurance that the RCB minibus would

not adversely affect existing bus companies. In the intervening

months, RCB sought additional support for the bill and re-

assured existing bus companies that minibus operations would

not have a detrimental effect on their business. The bill was

supported by the Northern Virginia Transit Commission and WMATA.

(WMATA initially requested that the draft legislation be amended

to state that a minibus could not operate on a route adjacent

to a regulated common carrier and that "regulated common

carriers" be expanded to include "regional transit authority";

these requests were granted.) Finally, the State Corporation

Commission was convinced that the legislation would not inter-

fere with its regulatory functions. Thus, a bill was passed

and signed into law March 20, 1973, providing for the follow-

ing :

1) exemption from required certificates or permits
for the transportation of not more than 16 pas-
sengers in motor vehicles operated by a nonprofit
corporation over routes or on schedules not
served by certificated common carriers;

2) definition of "minibus" to mean any motor ve-
hicle having a seating capacity of not more
than 16 passengers used in the transportation
of passengers;
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3 ) provision for an operator's exemption card and
classification plate and authorization to file
insurance as required under Section 56-304 of
the Motor Vehicle Code.

The Virginia Legislation has served as a model for other states

to follow. Connecticut and Tennessee have passed similar leg-

islation .

B.3 RCB MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

In addition to changing state law, RCB had to internally

organize, operate, and manage the system. During the first

quarter of 1973, RCB revised its by-laws to increase the size

and scope of the Executive Committee. These revisions included

the position of Minibus Officer with the following duties:

1) have general supervision over the minibuses
operated by the corporation;

2) coordinate the scheduling of minibuses with
the Operations Officer and the Planning
Officer;

3) coordinate proposed new destinations for
minibus service with the Operations Officer;

4) supervise assignment and performance of
drivers for all minibuses operated by the
corporation; and

5) perform all duties incident to the office
of Minibus Officer and such other duties as
from time to time may be assigned by the
Board of Directors or the Executive Com-
mittee .

At the April 1973 Annual RCB Meeting the first Minibus

Officer was elected. From April through November, the Minibus

Officer met with several groups of commuters that were inter-

ested in initiating minibus service to their employment locations.
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The majority of individuals heard about RGB's interest in mini-

bus service by word of mouth, rather than through advertising.

Potential destinations included Bethesda, Alexandria, Cameron

Station, and Fairfax City. An organizer was selected from each

of these groups to assist in identifying potential users and

having those individuals complete survey forms. The survey

served as a tool to further define those who would be interested

in the service, and to catalog potential drivers, specific

origins and destinations, and work hours. The destination of

the largest group with the most compatible work hours was

chosen as the first minibus route.

The Minibus Officer proposed to the RGB Board that service

be initiated to Bethesda, Maryland. The Board requested that

the leasing of vehicles be investigated. A more detailed pro-

posal was then prepared and submitted to the RGB Board prior to

the December 20, 1973 meeting. This proposal compared three

means of obtaining and maintaining vehicles in terms of fixed

and operational costs and the resulting cost per passenger per

round trip: outright purchase, loan with a 25% down payment,

and lease option. The Board approved the proposal and endorsed

the purchase of a van with a 25% down payment, the balance to

be obtained through a commercial loan.

B.4 SERVICE INITIATION AND OPERATION

In January 1974, a new 12-seat van was purchased from a

local dealer. The group of potential Bethesda-bound riders was

brought together to discuss plans to implement the service and,

in particular, to identify a volunteer driver. Potential

drivers were concerned with their personal liability, should a

vehicle be involved in an accident. Interested individuals

were given access to RGB's legal counsel and insurance agent;

a driver stepped forward only several days before the service

was scheduled to be initiated.
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Another obstacle was locating an insurance company willing

to underwrite the van. It appeared that the industry did not

have data on file pertaining to similar operations with regard

to appropriate rates. In the search process, only one company

was willing to underwrite the insurance, and only after RGB

agreed that all drivers would obtain chauffeurs' licenses.^

This enabled the insurance company to review drivers' past

operating records.

Several months after service was initiated, the national

gasoline shortage occurred. RGB responded to this by purchas-

ing a 500-gallon gasoline storage tank and hand pump. As an

exempt common carrier, RGB also arranged to obtain an alloca-

tion of fuel.

To expand the minibus service, RGB surveyed other potential

destinations including Manassas, Gameron Station, Old Alexandria,

and Fairfax Gity. The Manassas destination was selected for

minibus service due to the number of individuals interested

with compatible work hours and the availability of volunteers

to serve as drivers.

A proposal to purchase a second vehicle was advanced and

approved at the June 6, 1974 Board of Directors meeting. At

the next meeting, using the survey results again, a third van

was approved for service to the Pentagon/Grystal Gity/National

Airport destinations. This van was to replace an RGB-chartered

bus scheduled to be discontinued due to low ridership. Both

of these vehicles were ordered in July 1974, increasing the

minibus fleet to its present size of three vehicles.

The first year's insurance premium was $546; this amount was
for coverage somewhat greater than the minimum insurance re-
quired under Section 56-299 of the Virginia Motor Vehicle Gode.
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The van serving the Pentagon/Crystal City/National Airport

run has experienced near-capacity ridership from the outset.

However, the Manassas van encountered problems: the IBM

Manassas plant classified the RGB van "commercial" and the RGB

sign "advertising"; since a company policy precludes advertising

or soliciting business on company property, management discour-

aged use of the RGB minibus service. Gonsiderable effort was

made to dispel IBM management's misconception of the RGB opera-

tions, but to no avail. The destination was converted to

Pentagon/Henderson Hall/Grystal Gity.

In over three years of operations the RGB minibus fleet

has logged over 125,000 revenue-miles while serving RGB commu-

ters in Bethesda, Pentagon, and Grystal Gity areas. The rider-

ship on the three vehicles has reportedly stabilized with a

high load factor.

To improve the eficiency of minibus operations, RGB has

recently (in 1976) joined the newly created National Association

of Van Pool Operators (NAVPO) . This association will provide

the corporation's minibus service with assistance in areas such

as fleet management, insurance, marketing, and governmental

affairs

.

B.5 REVENUES AND GOSTS

Table B-1 presents costs and revenues on RGB minibus ser-

vice for the first three years of operation.

TABLE B-1. RGB MINIBUS SERVIGE GOSTS AND REVENUE

RGB Fiscal Year (ends Feb. 28)

1975 1976 1977

Revenue $7,123 $16 , 801 $15,375

Gosts 6,654 13,650 14 , 161

Surplus 469 3,151 1,214
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The service has operated with a surplus for each of these years.

Costs include operating costs and the payments on the vehicle.

Almost all the revenue is derived from passenger fares, with a

small amount from advertising. RGB determines fares by divid-

ing the average monthly expenses by the average ridership on

each van. Fare payment is available on a one-way, weekly, or

monthly basis.
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APPENDIX C. SURVEYS

Three major surveys of RGB users have been conducted:

1971, 1973 and 1976. Information from each of these surveys

has been used in this report.

The 1971 survey was conducted on November 9 and focused on

passenger opinions. Information relative to this survey was

extracted from A Report on the Reston Bus Passenger Survey by

D. A. Morin, Chief, Public Transportation Branch and L. C.

Lindsey and R. Riemer, FHWA Trainees, January 1972.

The 1973 survey was conducted in January. Information

relative to this survey was extracted from Results of Reston

Bus Rider Survey in January 1973 , author not listed.

The 1976 survey was executed in June, and entailed an AM

and PM portion. This was administered by RGB with some CACI

input. A copy of this two-part survey form follows.
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RCB PATRONS We need to learn about your travel habits to plan

future transit service Will you kindly lake a minute to answer ALL of

the following questions about THIS TRIP YOU ARE NOW TAKING
Please print clearly Thanks for your help

AM Survey Please do not
write in this space.

1
Stop whprp you Qot nn thp hue; m Rpcitnn

nearest street corner

II
Address where you live and cluster/apartment complex name (if applicable)

ADDRESS OR STREET CORNER CLUSTER OR APARTMENT COMPLEX

0 You usually get to the bus stop in Reston by (check one)

1 Walking (number of blocks
) 2 Car which does not park

3 Car which parks 4 Other . . . _ . . .

SPECIFY

Ilia
If you get to the bus stop by car which parks
(choice 31. olease indicate narkinn Incatinn

NEAREST STREET CORNER

IV
Stop whprp you wiM hp gptting off thi<? hii«; . .

NEAREST STREET CORNER

V Your final dpstinatinn i<;

ADDRESS AND OR BUILDING

VI The purpose of this trip is (check one):

1 Work 2 School 3 Shopping 4 n' Personal business
5 n Social-Recreational 6 n Other _

specify

VII Is a car available for your use for this tripf (check one)

1 Yes 2 No 3 Yes. but with inconvenience to others

VIII
Prior to usmg RCB, did you (check one):

1 Not live in Reston’’ 2 Work at a location not served by RCB’’

3 Make this trip by another type of vehicle’’

VIII
a

If you previously made this trip by another mode (choice 3 above), please indicate

1 n Drove alone 2 H Caroool or vanoool 3 n Metrobus 4 n Other
specify

IX How ofteh do you ride RCB’’ (check one)

1 Every weekday 2 About 3-4 days a week 3 i“l 1-2 days a week
4 Less than once a week

X Which aspect of RCB appeals to you the most? (check one)

1 Commuting cost 2 Q] Commuting time

3 Service ammemties (chance to relax, work, read, etc
)

4 Q] Frpping i]p r.ar at hnmp .S 0 Othpr

XI
Which three of the bus improvements listed below would you recommend, in order of preference’’

(Write 1 by FIRST choice, 2 by SECOND choice. 3 by THIRD choice)

1 Guaranteed seat 5, Better trained drivers

2 More modern buses 6 More frequent service

3 Routes closer to home or destination 7, Lower tares

4. More reliable service (on-time) . 8 Other _

SPECIFY

XII Please indicate your age and sex
1

i—i lyigle

1 Under 18 2 H 18-44 3 H 45-64 4 n 65 or over ^ r- ,
’ 2 Female

XIII
(Optional) Please indicate your annual total family income (before taxes).

(This information helps us compare RCB to other similar systems in other parts of the nation)

1 Under $5,000 2 $5,000 to $1 0.000 3 $1 0,000 to $1 5.000

4 $15,000 to $20,000 5 $20,000 to $25,000 6 $25,000 to 35,0007 Over
$35,000

XIV

XV

Please indicate the bus on which this survey is being filled out

Comments/Suggestions (use back if necessary)

u u

LU

LU

U

u

u

u

u

u

Un,

I I Rl

U.3i

U U3

(Please return this survey to your busmeister.) THANK YOU

FIGURE C-1. MORNING SURVEY OF RCB RIDERS, JUNE 1976
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RCB PATRONS We need to learn about your travel habits to plan
future transit service Will you kindly take a minute to answer ALL of
the following questions about THIS TRIP YOU ARE NOW TAKING
Please onnt clearly Thanks for your help

PM Survey

E Stop where you first boarded RCB this evening (for people who transferred

in Rosslyn, give boarding location for previous bus)

NEAREST STREET CORNER

Liu Where did your evening trip originate')’ (work location in most cases)

NEAREST STREET CORNER

III
Will you be getting off this bus at the Dulles ramps'^

1 Yes 2 No

Ilia If "yes ", please check reason:

1 Transfer to other RCB bus

2 Auto parked near ramps

3 Being picked up at ramps

4 Other

IV Street intersection where you will get off RCB in Reston

NEAREST STREET CORNER

bd Address where you live and cluster/apartment complex name (if applicable)

ADDRESS OR STREET CORNER CLUSTER OR APARTMENT COMPLEX

VI Bus on which this survey is being filled out

(Please return this survey to your busmeister ) THANK YOU

Please do not
write in this space.

1-2

3-5

u.

u

FIGURE C-2. EVENING SURVEY OF RCB RIDERS, JUNE 1976
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APPENDIX D. REPORT OF INVENTIONS

A diligent review of the work performed under this con-

tract has revealed no significant innovations, discoveries, or

improvements of inventions at this time. In addition, all

methodologies employed are available in the open literature.

The findings in this document will be useful in providing

valuable insights to other communities considering contract

commuter bus service.

if U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1977 732-580/277
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